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KEOKUK AREA CONVENTION AND TOURISM BUREAU 
Keokuk Geodes are the most beautiful and sought after of all 
geodes. The most productive and famous collecting area is 
within a 35 mile radius of Keokuk. 
Contact us for a full list of Geode,hunting sites! 
• Iowa's only National Cemetery • Award Winning Civil War 
Reenactment • Architectural Splendor 
• Winte r home for Bald Eagles • Museums 
and much more! 
EB ER lASH 
Saturday, June 18, 2017 
Webster City, lA 
Canoe and Kayak Races, 
Iowa Games Adventure Race, 
Cardboard Boat Regatta, 
Kids Bash, BBQ 
Boonebash.com 
T iVI/SKUNK RACE 
8KRUNIWALK 
Saturday, August 6, 20 71 
Reasoner Dam (Humboldt) 
to Rutland Dam (Rutland) 
SK course on city streets and 
on scenic Three Rivers Trail 
For more info contact 
dlclasen@mchsi.com 
BLA2' G TRAILS 
ADVENTURE RACE 
Bike, run and kayak 
Saturday, September 17, 2011 
Fort Dodge 
Pre-registration required download 
form at www.mycountyparks.com 
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Marshalltown 
make it your destination 
~ONVfNIION & VISI OR BUREAU 
Take time now to plan 
your next 
"near -cation." 
13th annual 
State BBQ 
Championship 
June 24-25, 2011 
Riverview Park 
Marshalltown, Iowa 
www marshalltown bq. 
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We have a CRP Mix 
to meet your site needs ... 
Place your order for 
Bare Roots 
and 
Live Plant Plugs Today! 
/ 
• CRP Seed Mixes 
• Wildflower Seed Mixes 
• Native WJdilower Seeds 
• Native WJdilower Live Plant Plugs 
• Bird and Butterfly Attractor Station 
helping you create 
your own natural beauty. 
change, Inc. 
Native Wildflower 
Seed & Plant Nursery 
Place your order online at lonXchange.com or call 800-291-2143 
1878 Old Mission Dr., 
Harpers Ferry, lA 52146-7533 
hbright@acegroup.cc 
JAMES McKEAN, professor emeritus at 
i\lount Merq University m Cedar Rapids, 
ltvcs m Iowa Cit) and writ(•s nonfiction and 
poetry As a boy, he learned to catch salmon 
with his father on Pugt•t Sound in \\ashmgton 
state, but since 1985lw l'njoys the challenge 
of fishing Iowa\ lakes and stn•ams. His latest 
book of essays. "Home Stand: Growmg Up 111 
Sports," IS available at Pram~: Lights bookstore 
m Iowa City· 1-800-295-2665. 
TY SMEDES is a full-time wri ter and 
photographer from erbandale. Published 
in dozens of magazines, his work mcludes 
images of wildlife. wildflowers and 
scenics. along with Iowa's cultural events. 
He teaches photography cla-;ses and 
leads photo-tours to the Eastern Sierras 
and Africa. His new co ffee table book, 
"Capturing Iowa's Seasons," is sold at 
1-866-410-0230 or www.1owanaturestore.com. 
JEN WILSON i..., a travel and features 
writer based m Des \loincs. Her work 
appears m Satwnal Geographic Trat·eler. 
Frommers Budget Traz·rl, l\Jidwest Lzl'ing 
and Esquzre She spent 2009 m Europe for 
her upcoming book, Touclwzg Up My Roots, 
ava1lable in bookstor<>s 111 May Follow her 
Journey at www.touchingupmyroots.com. 
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DNRMISSION 
I o con,t·ne and enhance our natural r<·,ourn·, m COOP':'ration 
" tth md1V1duah and organization' to improvt· tht· quaht) of life 
for Iowans <Uid ensure a lt>gacy for futun· gt·ncrabons 
EDITORIAL MISSION 
\\'t striw to open the door to the b~auly and uniqtwness 
of Iowa's n.ttural resources, inspir<' p(·ople to gl'l nutstdt• 
. 1nd t·xperit·nn· Iowa and to motJv.ttt· outdoor·rnindcd 
citizt•ns to understand and can· for our natural rt•sourc<·, 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
!be KcCfX'"" of the Land prog ·am m .tt<la s \oluntee.., 
woth natu ral rt>source ~enice """d" 'll'"'"lclt• 
Give ba ~ to Iowa·, land,, watt·rs and <kit'' 
Call 51S·18HJ878 to match your mtt·n '" w1th nct·d" 
nr VISit www.keepersofrhelondorg 
HOW TO DONATE 
Charit.•ble givmg of land. fumb, and goods and 
wrv1ces grt•a tly enhances Iowa's nut dour living. 
lontact. Diane Ford at SIS 181 6341 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 
l he 01'\R '\aturt St<>rt oilers tpparf and lttlb 
\\ith proht- for parks Order online at 
www.lowonoturesrore.com or 1-866-41Q-0130. 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES 
To subscribe, or for any ' ubscription issues or 
questions, ,.,,111.800.361.8072 \londay through Friday 
from 7 am. to II p rn or weekends 8 a.rn to 1\ p.m . 
For, ... ,,. in p1 on,smg, plea,t· have an i"ue "1th 
a ma1linlt lab~J.w.tilablt· at time of call. 'lo pu cha'e 
.t , ,nglt• c lP~ >r s- c •• S15-181·S918. 
LEARN MORE 
Our '"·b<Jte, www.rowodnr.gov. is loaded \\lth 
infonnallon for all ·'!:' ~ .md needs Buy lict•nse,, reserve 
campsth .... , or lt.:arn mort· about our en\ ·onru.•n• onlmc 
Sec our mag.lllnl' tl'levtsJOn show at hrrp 'iptv.org 
Concrete: 
Iowa's Natural Choice 
for Sustainability 
Trails and roads built with 
concrete offer unmatched 
durability and recyclability, 
with a low carbon footprint. 
Iowa Concrete Paving Association 
Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete Association 
515·963-0606 515·965-2575 
www.lowaconcretepavfng.org www.lowareadymlx.org 
800-285-5338 
Plan your stay at 
ClearLakeiowa.com 
~ 
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FEATURES 
30 Winged Jewels 
of the Treetops 
Check off more b1rds on your lifetime list w1th 
nme t1ps to find elus1ve, beautiful wood warblers. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY TY SMEDES 
38 South Pine 
Native Brookies 
Soak up the scenery while pondenng the h1story 
behmd a nat1ve population of naturally 
reproducing brook trout thnvmg in pristine 
South Pme Creek. 
STORY BY JAMES MCKEAN PHOTOS BY BI LL 
KALISHEK AND ADAM KIEL 
44 Dirty, Dangerous 
DNRJobs 
Explore a behind-the-scenes look at some of 
the dirtiest tasks taken on by DNR field .. ,nrl£o•·& 
as they manage natural resources and conduct 
mspections often facmg personal nsks 
BY KAREN GRIMES PHOTOS BY DNR STAFF 
52 Willow Wrangler 
Marvel at artistic works of wonder created 
these Iowa art1sans who turn wild willow into 
decorative des1gn p1eces and functional furm 
BY MINDY KRALICEK 
PHOTOS BY M INDY KRALICEK AND 
ABOUT THIS PHOTO ABOUTTHECOVERP HOTO 
Urbandale freelance _EPotographer Ty Smedes, 
well known for his lf"ding passion, encountered 
"It was a photographer's dream come true, 
Clay Smith of his work to chromcle author Jen 
th1s ovenb1rd warbler on a central Iowa wet land. 
The ovenbird is named for 1ts ground nest, wh1ch 
w1th 1ts domed top and side entrance, resembles a 
Spanish horno clay oven A common spring migrating 
vis1tor, ovenbirds are observed statewide. Use the tipS 
on page 30 to find 1t and a range of other warblers 
Lost in Iowa look at the Father of Waters aboard the 
Twilight riverboat W1th perfect weather and endless 
photo opportunities, "It was like shooting fish in a 
barrel;' says the Iowa Outdoors staff photographer 
Soak up this travel story, then get aboard to take 
your own images of the Upper Mississippi River. 
--
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13 
~tsitory of Mississippi River towboats; 
1/Jtlirow to craft baskets; tap your inner 
~r'o1at art sticks at the campfire. 
eJkills 
Stay on the straight and narrow to 
bring new lifo to old baits; make a 
and grow your own willow for art and 
'ilusters 
bat trail erosion; 
'..>n£TU!. rods 
Do bones in their heads aid freshwater drum in making 
sounds? Is it wise to compost meat and dairy? 
20 I 
Relax and explore the wonders of the Mighty Mississippi 
aboard the Twilight riverboat as it treks 166 miles up 
the world's fourth longest river. 
60 'ilackgard 
New, costly diseases are threatening many popular tree 
species. Learn the signs of outbreaks and how to protect 
your property. 
66 al. ~~ fi ~ 
Meet a tiny frog that freezes in the winter, 
yet magically comes back to life in the spring. 
Meet the founder of the Central Iowa Paddlers and Iowa 
Rivers Revival; out a bike in Iowa City with a 
library card; see 1;/arm couple are 
restoring prairie and wildlife wh rotecting water uuulity. 
19>i5>~o'1ew 1l" e 
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011 the Mighty Mississippi River! 
Find out more about th1s 
great family destmat1on 
by visiting our website 
WW\;v,. t d c1 e ..... co~ 
and ordering a 
FREE Vis1tor Guide online. 
10 _l-~ 
Bwdtng • Arboretum • Boaong • Swtmmtng 
Htktng I Btkmg Tratls • Ftshtng • Hunttng 
Camptng • Blue Heron Eco Tours 
Class A Baseball 
Outdoor Events at Rtvervtew Park 
c i\'ew l<ioerf·ont Re.staurant 
Candlelight Inn 
Full Servtce Manna 
We're waiting tor vou ... 
bellevueia.com 
We 
We invite you to venture off the beaten 
path to sample memorable festivals, unique 
shopping, year-round outdoor recreation, 
distinctive dining, interactive museums, 
or the magnificent Mississippi River. From 
our big city excitement to small town 
hospitality, you will... 
WWW. M CGREG-MARQ.ORG 
800-896-0910 
PARTIALLY PAID FOR BY 
., -- ' . . . ., . . ... ._ .. 
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Come to 
Davis 
County 
for 
Great Hunting, 
Great Fishing and 
Breathtaking Beauty! 
In Davis County you'll find the 
best deer hunting in Iowa along 
with wild turkey, quail and pheas-
ant hunting. Our lakes and ponds 
are stocked with bass, channel 
cat, crappie and more. 
The state record bass 
was caught here! 
v1s1TDavis . .,.,, 
(OUD.!:.Y· COM 
1752 areas witT! ;J Naful'e Cct~fers 
181,892 acres witT! 11 500 cnmpsites 
To I owa 's Coull h) 
Co11servatio11 Boards 
(319) 892-6452 
\h( uunh I trl hnnwunl\.11"1: 
guide 
Historic Sites • Unique Attractions 
Festivals • Entertainment • Hotels 
Bed & Breakfasts • Camping • Golf 
Recreational Trails • and More! 
800-285-5842 
www.iowatourism.com 
Central Iowa Tourism Region 
Pella Convention & 
Visttot5 Bureau 
"""'pella org • 888 7463002 
I 
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CharlesCityChamber.com 
• 
• • 
Forest City 
.. Where Nature's Close & F1·icnds are Closer~ 
800-285 5338 
Plan yow stay at 
Cl(!Ql'Lakelowo com 
PLAN YOUR 
IOWA ADVENTURE 
Call 800-34510WA. Ext 394. 
for a FREE Travel Gutde 
,-
' J 
a dams 
County 
Family Fun Getaways L~-----~~ 
Order your Getaway Guide to 
plan your next vacation! 
888-623-4232 
www. visitwesterniowa.com 
West Nishnabotna River 
Water Trail 
Access pomts in the Western Iowa 
commun1t1es of Avoca, Hancock, 
Oakland, Carson and Macedonia 
FOR MORE INFORMATIOI; 
Counc1l Bluffs Chamber • 800-228-6878 
or logon to www pottcoconservation.com 
a rts & c ulture (galleries, museums, festivals, winery) 
action (racing, boating, skiing) 
accessible (only a short drive) 
... and a lways Creative 
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ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
The Roy E. Clavene, a twin-screw, 5,600 
horsepower tow built in 1981, plies the 
waters near Bellevue. The tow is owned by 
the Ingram Barge Company of Nashville, Tenn. 
Hit the river this summer well-armed with a new guidebook to the towboats pushing barges up and 
down the Mighty Mississippi to one of the largest ports 
in the world at LaPlace, La. 
"It's kind of a combination of bird watching and train 
spotting," says Reggie McLeod of Big River magazine, 
which publishes the booklet The Little Tow-Watcher's 
Guide to Towboats and Barges on the Upper Mississippi. 
"Some people get quite pa~sionate about it, even running 
to get their binoculars upon hearing a boat in the middle 
of the night," he says. 
Perfect for the glove compartment, boat or tackle box, 
the guide contains maps, photos and fun facts to keep 
occupied while driving the Great River Road, hiking a 
state park above the river or fishing the exalted waterway. 
Moving everything from Iowa grain to Quad Cities 
scrap steel, the 250 tows that pass through the Upper 
Mississippi are listed alphabetically in the booklet for 
reference. Some work the area continuously, while others 
only pass through once from the Lower Mississippi. 
Each entry contains the date built (the earliest tow is the 
twin-screw Indian Princess built in 1940), the number 
of propellers, engine horsepower, previous names and 
owners, and base of operations. Below each entry, users 
can note when that tow was spotted and if it was headed 
I 
••••• 
-.... 
up river or down and how many barges it was pushing. 
Keep a tally to see how many you can s pot. 
Learn where to hang out to observe the trick iest 
navigation hazards, which in Iowa waters, include the 
locks at Keokuk, Dubuque and Clinton, the railroad 
bridges at Sabula and Fort Madison, and other hazards. 
Watching multi-thousand horsepower tows push barges 
three football fields long through narrow bridge spans at 
angles to the curve of the scenic river invokes awe. Add 
to the challenge that some channels are 10 feet deep and 
a barge can easily draw nearly all that depth. One river 
bridge at Morris, Ill., was hit 126 times by tows in 1994. 
Use the guide to learn the key parts of a tow from 
the kevel to the wheelhouse, and study a glossary of 
towboating terms from break coupling to hoppers and 
jacks taffs to the towknees. The booklet provides insight 
into how barges are broken down to pass in sections 
through locks and learn the history behind the dozen 
towboat companies, from Davenport's Alter Barge Line 
to the large Ingram Barge Company and its 60-some 
towboats and 1,800 barges. 
Order at www.bigrivermagazine.com or 1-800-303-8201. 
Credit cards accepted. $11.95. The 64-page booklet contams 
maps, diagrams, history and viewing tips and locations. 
1-l £It"\ ro-.L .C..~o. -- 0 e Clnc' ad -- --~1...--- • atthe sametimebymodrfyrng yourform Of 
transportation May rs home to Bike to Work Week and brkrng t o work or fo r errands has many benefi ts. A ONE WAY 10 MILE 
COtv Mu-c AN SAVES 160 MONTHLY IN GASOL NE AND 07 POUNDS OF CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS A 180-pound male 
wrll burn more than 1,000 calories a day. So put your helmet on and start pedaling . Visi t www.bikeiowa.com t o learn more ab out 
biking to work and findrng fun rides around Iowa. - Kathleen Wtllem 
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Family Fun 
with Nature Crafts 
T he best time to collect willow is from late fall to early spnng, while trees are dormant. Green willow bends 
caster and will not shrink as much during the drying 
process \Villo~s must be used within a few days of 
cuttrng unless kept frozen As the basket dnes, the willov .. · 
will darken in color. (Read the willo~ art feature story on 
page 52 to learn more about willow.) 
l• ench w1re brads, small hammer, small wire cl1ppers 
1/1 ench d1ameter w1llow, cut as follows: 54, 6-inch p1eces 
(base and sides), two 26-inch pieces (handle). 
11• ench diameter w1llow cut into six 18-inch pi eces (hoops) 
I 'STRUCTIONS 
Begm by nailing four of the 6-mch pieces into a square. 
Narl stx more 6-inch pieces, evenly spaced. between 
the two top pieces of the square to form the basket 
I base Continue nailing the remaining 6-inch pieces 
upward. Jog cabrn style 
1 o make the hoops, nail one 18-inch willow 
I picrc to the bottom nght edge of the base 
corner \J'arl thc. piece again at the upper 
right LOrncr Crtntly bend the willow to 
form a hoop ad it at the upper left 
corner. conttnutng downward and nailing 
it at the bottom left rorner Repeat for the 
remaining hoops, three per side. 
"1ail the handle strip to the 
bottom and top of one stde. 
Gently bend the handle over the 
hoops and down the opposite side; 
nail the handle in place 
Trim any naris that poke through 
to the inside of the basket. 
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L ong used by artists from Leonardo Da Vinci to today's art s tudents, charcoal sticks can easily be created at 
the campfire. providing a ready-made supply of fine art 
supplies for creative children and adults to sketch natural 
surroundings. 
"I give the sticks as gifts" to art-minded friends. says 
Lee Zieke of Decorah, who's made willow charcoal for 
15 years and grows willow at her nursery to make basketry 
and other items (see page 52 for more willow art) 
THE CONCEPT 
\Villa\'., due to its high carbon content, has been a favonte for 
charcoal sticks smce ancient times. Burning it in an oxygen 
starved env1ronment creates partial combustion and leaves 
behind carbon in the form of charcoal. 
MATERIALS 
1) Metal can with tight fitting lid. Purchase an unused paint can 
from a home improvement center or use a smaller vessel s uch as 
a steel-cut oats can, tea container, etc. 
2) With a nail or awl, punch two small holes in lid . 
3) Cut dead willow sticks to length of can. Select sticks sized 
about pencil-diameter or s lightly larger. (If cutting live wi ll ow, 
the sticks must be dried and cured. A spring cutting should be 
y late summer. Store a bundle of live sticks in a garage 
or other dry place until cured.) When ready, tightly cram the 
sticks into the container and secure the lid . 
THE CHARCOAL PROCESS 
At the campfire, place the stick-filled can into the fire. 
Tlw heat will ignite the sticks and flames will jet out 
of the lid holes with a hiss. When the flames cease. the 
charcoal ic; done. Let the fi re burn out and tht> can cool. 
"Some st1cks break more easily that others." says 
Lee Zieke. so store them in a protective container 
to avo1d breakage. 
PAPER AND SUPPLIES 
An art supply or craft store will have paper suitable for 
charcoal. White, thick paper with a slight texture helps the 
charcoal adhere to the surface. Vellum pad, printmaking, 
watercolor and fine drawing paper work well. 
A few erasers can help create subtle gradations in tone. 
Usc hard erasers to create white lines and highlights and 
paper towels to lighten, erase or blend shades. 
PROTECTING ART 
Treat finished pieces with spray fixative to set the 
charcoal onto the paper. Frame work under glass, leaving 
a space between the glass and paper to avoid smudges. 
- N .:; 
.... ~ . 
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·Every ttme you thtnk televiston has hit its lowest ebb, a new program comes 
along to make you wonder where you thought the ebb was." -Art Buchwald 
"I find televtston very educational. Every ttme someone switches 1t on I go 
tnto another room and read a good book -Groucho Marx 
Recently I noticed two commercials showing a consumer contmuously mteracting w1th a screen as he moved from the couch to various other 
settings. My fear 1s soon md1v1duals will wear glasses or helmets that 
provide aud1o and v1deo stimulation to help ·connect people." 
Technology IS great. but liv1ng online 100 percent of every waking hour has 
unintended consequences. Currently many of us Sit m front of a computer for 
eight hours a day, and then go home and head for the couch to surf the Web, 
play games or watch television, exchanging one seat and screen for another. 
Here is some bad news. Even if we try to squeeze 1n an hour at the gym, 
there is ev1dence suggestmg all that s1tt1ng negates phys1cal activity This new 
research focuses not on how much exercise people get, but how much of their 
t1me 1s spent in sedentary act1v1ty and the resultmg harm 
I came across one such report in The Journal of the American College 
of Cardiology. The g1st was that by spending so much time in front of a 
screen, even 1f we are active, the benefits are compromised. 
All the more reason to get act1ve 1n the outdoors and away from the 
screen, th1s study found those who spent two or more hours a day Sitting in 
front of a "recreational" screen were tw1ce as likely to suffer a heart attack or 
other cardiac event versus those who watched less. Those who spent four 
or more hours m front of a screen were SO percent more likely to d1e of any 
cause. Now here 1s the worst of "Exerc1se d1dn't m1t1gate the nsk assoc1ated 
with the h1gh amount of sedentary screen time:· 
Another study found men who spent more than 23 hours a week 
watch ng TV or Sitting in cars were more likely to die of heart d1sease than 
those spending under 12 hours per week, regardless of exerc1se routmes. 
Even among children, h1gher blood pressures are related to screen t1me. 
The message 1sn't stop exercising, but to be consc1ous of your couch 
hours I think we should create a new v1tal statistic. Not only Will doctors 
share your cholesterol and blood pressure, you'll share your OCT daily 
couch t1me A 4 to S-hour levelm th1s area can be cons1dered deadly 
I recently heard of a woman who decided to walk her child to school 
She would walk to and from the school twice a day Over the course of a 
year she lost 60 pounds. In this instance the act1v1ty replaced screen time. 
So, once again, the news 1s we need to engineer more activity into our 
routine ... and 1f we are reducing couch time, even better. 
Today I am not ask1ng you to vis1t a park, gym or ride your bike to work. 
I ask you to calculate for one week how many hours you spend m front of 
a screen for leisure Then take a hike 
Tzm Lane ts a nationally recogniud autltority on public Jzealtlz 
and physical activity. l.ast summer Jze and It is buddies rode bzcycles 
across Iowa. rzt•rr to river, zn 21 straight ltours. 
- --
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chi~ren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A jay Winter educates up to 20,000 Iowa chtldren 
each year as the DNR's trawwg specialist at 
the Springbrook Conservation Education Center. 
HEATHER, AGE 11, IN LEE COUNTY ASKS: 
Why do dogs stick their heads out 
of car windows? 
For dogs. It's a rush to hold their heads out the windo\\', but not because the} like the 
wind whipping through the1r fur. It's because 
tlw fast-moving air is a smorgasbord of smells. 
Dogs have an incredtble sense of smell. 
much more powerful than ours The amount of 
a dog's brain de\'Ott'd to smells-figuring out 
what they are and what the~ mean-is 40 timt s 
larger than a human's. While people have about 
5 million brain retcptors to interpret smells. the 
average dog has 125 million. Beagles, expert 
scent trackers, have 225 million receptors and 
bloodhounds have 300 million 
Dogs use their sense of smell to learn 
about the world around them. When the} sttck 
their head out a car window, they know \\ho's 
grilling steaks down the street and when: the 
neighborhood cal is. Dogs' already impressi\C 
sense of smell is even better when the} 're 
moving quickly. making a car nde an awesome 
treat for your best friend 
~ince dogs can focus a little too much on the 
smells out the window. you need to keep their ..,afety 
m mtnd. Make sure they can't jump out the \\.Indow. 
they're protected from tree branches. signs and 
other objects} our car is passmg by, and that they're 
not d1stractmg the driver. 
" 
CENTERPIECE IS A GENUINE 
u.s. INDIAN HEAD NICKEL 
• 
..... 
OUR COIN RING IS A STRICT LIMITED EDITION 
DUE TO THE SCARCITY OF INDIAN HEAD NICKELS 
• A BRADFORD ExcHANGE MINT ExcLusiVE-
ORA.~I~nC BUFfALO 
PORTRAIT RCCALL.I~C TilE 
I NOIMI IIFAD NICK£.L1S 
RH'LR .. f OU.JCN 
NoT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE ELSE ••• AND ONLY 
FOR A LIMITED TIME! 
COMES IN A HANDS0~1E 
PRESENTATION CASE 
Honor the spirit of America's W est 
Long a collector s favorite , the classic 
obverse design of the Indian Head Nickel 
was chos en to honor the proud Native 
American heritage and spirit of America's 
West. Expertly crafted in solid sterling s ilver 
plated in 24K gold with turquoise enameling, 
the Infifall Head Nickel Ri11g features a 
genu ine- and increasingl y scarce- U.S. 
Indian Head Nickel as its centerpiece. Because 
each coin has its own unique characteristics, 
each ring is a true one-of-a-kind! Engraved 
inside is the inscription: "Indian Head Nickel: 
Honoring the American West." 
A hand-crafted jewelry exdusive -· 
and a superb value 
Act now, and this genuine piece of American 
histOIJ can be }Ours for just $129, pa}able 
in three con\'enient installments of $43 
each . To resene )Our ring, backed by our 
uncondi tional , 120-da) guarantee, send 
no money now. just return the Reservation 
Certificate . But hurry-this is a limited 
time offer! 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
Actual Size 
Your Complete Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 
To a:.:.ure a p roper fit , a ring '>1/Cr 
w ill b e '>Cnt to you after your 
re ervatio n ha'> been ac.:cepted 
r-----------------------------------------------------, I I 
: RESERVATION APPLICATION SEND NO MONEY NOW : 
9345 Milwaukee Aven ue · Niles , IL 607 14 -1393 
YES. Please reserve the Indian Head Nickel Ring lor me as 
descnbed in this announcement I I 
Limit one per order. Please Respond Promptly : 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: ~M~rs~M~r~.M~s·~----~~~~~~~--------------- : 
Name (Please Pnnl Clearly) ' 
I 
: Address 
' 
: City 
I 
I 
: State 
I 
I 
Zip 
17-00087 -001-E51621 
( 
( 
I 
WWW.bradfordeXChange.COm/ring : $9 00 shtppong and seMCe per ~em Please allow 4-6 v.eek$ a"e< 1n1 lal paymG<"II IO< $h pment 
1 Sates subfect 10 prodtJct avaaaboloty and order accej)lance 
€)20108Gil 17-00087-00 1·81\ l :----------------- - -----------------------------------
• 
TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
Sidestepping puddles and muddy sect1ons w 1dens h1king trails by 
killmg vegetation and fur thering eros1on. Trail s are des1gned for 
repeated human use and are more easily repa1red than the vegetation 
You've got hiking boots for a reason- buck up 
and tromp straight through wet areas and stay on 
trail. After the hike, clean boots by remov1ng any glops of wet mud, 
letting the rest dry and removing w1th a brush. Remove laces and 
rinse separately. Use a damp rag to remove dned d1rt, rinsing rag as 
needed. Then use a leather cleaner and conditioner. If 
the boot interior is damp, remove insoles, and stuff 
w1th crumpled newspapers, removmg the next day. 
Don't dry boots 1n the sunshme or use hair dryers. 
Both can degrade boot materiaJs. 
-
Dou 
Lur 
I~eturn tired, old 
slit k and crankbaits 
to ac t1ve duty b)-
marrying broken 
and busted Rapalas 
and ~had Raps with 
Dan. devlis and other 
spoo11s Connectthe 
two lu res wi th a 6- to 
1R inch steel leader 
Remove Rapala hooks 
v.:lwn fishing the 
weeds, or keep in 
place for the chance 
at a double. Often 
th e s1ght of one fish 
feeding on another 
will trigge r predator y 
feeding instinct. 
----
e 
Bury fresh cut, non-rooted 4- to 
6-inch cuttings in moist soil with 
1 inch of the cuttings above 
ground. You will get one or two ,.c~~l'l"> 
shoots the first year. Cut willow 
to the ground in the spring for 
six or seven shoots the second 
year. Repeat and you' ll get 14 
or 15 shoots the third year. Trim 
again and you' ll have 30 or 40 
shoots the fourth year. This 
process of coppicing produces 
slender rods for basket weaving. 
Myster Drummer 
T here has been a stream of rumors trolling around that the distinctive drumming, or grunting, sound of the freshwatC'r drum (a common species 
of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers) originates from the unusually large 
bones located in the head of this silvery fish. These stone-like bones, 
called otoliths, can be up to 1 inch in diameter and are found in the car 
of this boisterous bottom-dweller. Otoliths act as an internal global 
positioning system by assisting the drum in orientating itself in 
murky waters, but make no bones about it-otoliths are in no 
way responsible for the drum's characteristic cadence. 
T he reason for the commotion appears to be the 
fish's muscles in motion. The drumming sound can 
be attributed to a special apparatus connected to the 
dr um's swim bladder. Grunting results when two elongated 
muscles move a tendon over the swim bladder. Only sexually 
mature males possess this crooning capability, so it is 
assumed the noise is used as a type of spawning serenade. 
Considering the theor y that the drum's grunting noise 
comes from the ir bones doesn't swim, it looks as if we've 
bus ted thi s myth hook, line and s inker. 
I tis often suggested that meat and dairy be excluded from home compost piles and assumed by many that these matenals are not compostable. Meat and dairy products can 
be composted, but the process needs close attention. It takes 
much higher temperatures for fats and proteins in meat and 
da1ry products to break down. Higher temperatures increase 
the risk of compost pile fires. In addit ion, a higher ratio of 
carbon is used in order to provide adequate cover to mask 
odors and reduce potential vermin invasion. 
Com posting meat is appealing to livestock producers who 
commonly compost an1mal mortalities and wastes in a highly 
mon1tored settmg, but is generally not for home compost1ng. 
That is due to the increased maintenance, primarily the need 
to contmuously mon1tor temperatures and to be on alert for 
unwanted an1mal VISitors who might be attracted to your pile 
In addition to meat and dairy, other items that should be 
excluded from the home compost pile include fats such as 
peanut butter and mayonnaise, which also take longer to 
break down and require higher temperatures to decompose; 
domestic pet droppings, which can contain parasites; and 
diseased plants and weeds. For diseased plants, the compost 
pile temperatures needed to kill the disease are often not 
reached and the disease may spread when applying the 
finished, nutrient-rich humus. 
However, composting everything in addition to leaves and 
vegetable trimmings can even include household wastes like 
human and pet hair, nail clippings, dryer lint, vacuum cleaner 
bag contents or matenals collected in bagless systems, tissues, 
paper towels, cotton balls and cotton swabs. Learn more about 
composting with a comprehensive brochure from Iowa State 
Un1vers1ty Extens1on at http://www.extension.iastate.edu/ 
Pub/ications/ RG206.pdf. 
- - - - - -- ___.. GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV +-- - - - - - __..... 
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BELOW Trave!~l~dc:Fioatmg P~a~::k 
Mark Twam c Dubuque an 
""'"'rn Le Clarre to ississrppt Rrver 
along the M orng riverboat 
Thrs easy 9 I e vrews of 
urse ivers up-c o~mal work. cr wtth mtn 
nver wr relax rn nature-A great 
and rn style. 
--
) 
-
The drama of the Mississippi River unfolds 
before passengers kicking back on a lavish 
Victorian steamboat. 
he foamy water's edge peels away from the hull 
of the riverboat Twilight as it chugs steadily 
against the current of the fourth-longest 
river in the world. On the Twilight's 166 mile 
journey on a stretch of the Upper Mississippi from Le 
Claire to Dubuque, the wide brown horizon is broken by 
quiet dramas· the scanning flight of an eagle, the stark 
silhouette of an old iron bridge, a hulking barge drifting 
toward the Gulf of Mexico 
Mark Twain called these classic three-story affairs 
with rounded stern and ornate fancywork "Floating 
Palaces." Operators in the 1800s deforested whole 
riverbanks to fuel the popular cargo haulers 
Today, on the Twili'glzt built in 1987, passengers watch 
America's revitalized river from the fantastic comfort of 
a deck chair or a lush Victorian salon. 
IT'S SO WILD! 
A group from Ohio drinks bloody Marys in the Twilight's 
full bar and discusses what's rolling by outside their 
window like a slow-paced documentary film-except that 
it's live, and there are snacks and meals of chicken. fish 
and prime rib. 
"I didn't know the river was this big!" 
"I didn't know it would be this dirty." 
"It's not dirty! There's been a lot of rain." 
"The countryside is so peaceful. It's so wild!" 
It's a largely senior crowd on this hvo-day trip that 
begins in the early morning in Le Claire. where Buffalo 
Bill Cody was born and the History Channel's Amerzcan 
Pzckers revived the river-town economy. The boat chugs 
upnvcr to the Port of Dubuque, home of the. ational 
f\lississipp1 R1ver Museum and Aquarium, where 
passengers disembark for an overnight at the Grand 
Harbor Resort and Waterpark. In the morning, after 
time to sightsee in Dubuque. the Twzligltt makes its 
slow return to Le Claire. 
For entertainment, there's bingo, a l\1ark Twain 
impersonator and spectacular wildlif<>. Sixty percent 
of all North American birds use the Mississippi River 
basin as their flyway-that's 326 species, many of them 
heading north during the spring season. On its journey, 
the Twilight passes 13 eagle nests and a good portion 
of the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and 
Fish Refuge. 
In other words, wise travelers bring binoculars. 
Sparkly speedboats shoot like arrows through the 
current. The occasional river shanty makes a last stand 
on the water's edge. The Twilight passenger's journey 
is a mellow one. Sloughs and backwater nurseries shelter 
fledgling birds. They give way to sandy beaches, wide-
open lake-like vistas and 600 tiny islands A fiery array 
of hickory, oak, walnut and cottonwood trees brighten up 
the view on water the color of church-ba~ement coffee. 
---~-
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The three-story riverboat has a deck on 
every level for loungmg, and guests are 
mvited to vis1t the nverboat captam to 
get a taste of the pilot's life- and Cap tam 
Kevm St1er's vast knowledge of nver lore 
f t I 
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Such a civilized way to travel th rough tranquil waters. 
"Once. up north on a lock. the river was almost five 
miles wide. and a b1g storm blew in," .;;ays entcrtatner 
:\l ark Arnould. \\'ho pla}s folk songs on the Tu·iliglzt. 
"I could JUSt sec it coming at us. Thts craft ts built so 
I well that we JUst pullt>d up to a sandbar and I kept right 
on playing, watchmg that storm come in." 
The Twiliglzl plows past several buoys. The voice of 
riverboat Captain Kevin Stier comes over the sound system 
from the captain's nest ~ometimes Stier pomts out an 
eagle's nest or a great blue heron Ma} be he'll note that 
the river bottom is composed of sand-its muddy color 
the product of tlw streams and tnbutaries that feed it. 
This time. he says that the buoys indicat( a shallO\\ 
point along the river. "Thts is Cordova ~Iough, a natural 
crossing for earl} settlers and Indians," he says 
For hundreds of years. Native Americans usrd the river 
for trade and t1 ave!. crossing at its many shallow areas. 
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In fact. in the 1800s. steamboats rare ly survived longer 
than five yearo; because slicks or rocks npped open the 
wooden hulls. It wasn't untli tlw 1930s. when the Works 
Progress Admmistration Installed the lock-and-dam 
S) stem. that the :\Iissbstppl R1ver's main channel had 
a regulated, steady depth of at least nine feet 
A LIVE ECO-DRAMA 
The Twilzght passes a beach created by dredge sand. 
On summer weekends. St1cr p01nts out. islands like this 
are g-encrall} flocked by kids loung111g near beached 
Wavcrunner<: and family boaters breaking for p1cnics. 
Today's guests are a flock of Canada geese and a bald 
eagk that's JUSt snagged a fish 
"It doesn't have 1ts \\hite head or tail yet," he sa)s. 
"Thn don't get those markings until thei r fifth yC'ar" 
The v1ews can get pretty dramat1c. Past sightings 
indude a bobcat lounging on a log, a huge fish drownmg 
-----
LEFT: For the overn1ght stay 1n Dubuque, 
passengers make the1r own 1t1nerary, 
from shopping to histoncal walk.ng 
tours. On board, and always w1th1n 
inches of a lounge chair, passengers 
enjoy an amazingly relaxing journey 
Most passengers overnight in le Claire 
before the trip begins, and there are some 
memorable dinner options, including 
the newer Crane & Pelican in a renovated 
Italian-style house overlooking the nver. 
On board, food is served often in the 
ornate dining room of the Twilight. 
RIGHT: Main Street in le Cla1re has become 
a shopping destination for antiques, 1n 
part thanks to the History Channel reality 
show American Pickers, whose Antique 
Archeology store is based there BELOW 
RIGHT: Riverboat staff on the Twilight are 
helpful and outgoing. Passengers can get ~ 
as close to deck work as they want, here 
observing a lock. 
the eagle that caught it and a deer swimming near 
an island. 
"I love it," says R.J. Coker of Knoxville, Tenn. 
''I'm going home to read Huckleberry Finn again." 
Stier notes a canoe passing by. 
"It's amazing how many people we see every summer 
paddling or taking a raft all the way from Minneapolis to 
New Orleans," he says. It's a two- or three-month journey. 
Once the Twilight rescued a swamped kayaker on his way 
to the Gulf of Mexico. 
The scenery changes like that-sometimes subtle, 
sometimes striking. More than 400 white pelicans line 
up near one of the two locks the riverboat navigates. 
Their population has swelled in past years. "I saw six 
white pelicans in 1990," Stier laughs. "Now we have 
2,000 pelicans m a 10-mile radius of Lock and Dam 13" 
above Cltnton. 
'I he pelicans delight the two young passengers 
on the boat This isn't a particularly kid-friendly 
trip-no children's games, lots of sitting still-but 
there are family-pleasing aspects. The we11-mannered 
and accommodating crew serves kid meals. Another 
crewmember hangs out at the boat's edge, braiding giant 
rope bumpers to protect the hu 11 from clock damage. 
Stier encourages passengers to come up to the pilot 
house, where he stands at the wheel in his linen shirt, 
cargo shorts, tennies and handlebar mustache. He lets 
one of his young visitors stomp the whistle, then gives 
her a seed for a cultured pearl: freshwater native mussel 
she11s that are sliced, cubed and rounded before being 
implanted in a marine oyster to process. 
EVER-CHANGING RIVER 
A group from Tennessee dominates the deck chairs on 
the hull, submitting entirely to the Twllzglzt's demand that 
you just sit back and watch the river. The boat passes 
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Making its way through Lock and Dam 13 above 
Clinton, the Twilight passes through the 1 1 0-foot 
wide, 600-foot-long lock while Captain Kevin 
Stier narrates. It's a fascinating "stair-stepH up and 
down the river. The ship also navigates the lock 
at Bellevue and travels past Bellevue State Park. 
flooded wild nee fields-fodder for migrating b1rds-then 
rolls by underground bunkers at the former Savanna Proving 
Grounds, buill in 1917 to test cannons and used over the 
years on secret operations. much like the Air Force's Area 51. 
Jim and Pat \\ elch of Decatur. Tenn .. s1t s1de-by-side. 
holding hands and marveling at what they've seen from 
the comfort of the Twzlzght. 
''I'd like to drag a big catfish outla here," muses Jim. 
He says he's impressed by the captain's navigation-
the river is vast beyond their expectations and seems 
to be ever-changmg 
"The river takes away and it adds back. I bet there's 
new stuff growing here every week," Jun says. 
He's nght. If the riverboat ride 1s a documentary, the 
movie 1s different with each journe}. each pas-;mg season, 
every sh1fting current. 
Stier poin ts ou t a few stumps in the water where an 
island stood until just two years ago "Nature is constantly 
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tt•aring an island apart, or moving sand from one area 
of the river to another," he says "Il's always changing" 
A storm brews up ahead. The sky has tur ned a pale 
shade of gray. the water choppy But the Twilzglzt rolls on. 
solid and steady. as the passengers watch the latest scene 
develop 111 the reel of drama that is the Mississippi River. 
TRIP NOTES 
Twilight Riverboat. T wo-day, 166-mile overnight cruise, 
including all meals. activities and lodging. End of May 
through October. $329 double occupancy. $369 single. 
childr<'n 10 to 14 $189. under 10$159. kids 3 and under 
free <:>1gn up for the mailing l1st for e-mail updates and 
spec1al rates 800-331 - 1467; riverboattwilight.com. 
National Mississippi River Museum and Aquarium. 
Recently expanded to a second building with saltwater 
and conservation exhibits. Admission charged 
-. 
---
350 Third 5t.. Port of Dubuque, Dubuque. 
563-557-9545; mississippirivermuseum.org. 
The riverboat leaves early in the morning, so it's a good 
idea to stay in Le Claire the night before so you don't miss 
embarkation. Below, a few things to do while you're in 
a town that's livened up considerably in the past few years: 
Comfort Inn & Suites Riverview. Not directly on the river, 
but a nice overlook view atop a hill, with a pool and 
continental breakfast. Doubles from $85. 563-289-4747. 
Holiday Inn Express LeClaire. Right on the river-request 
a room with a patio or balcony overlooking it. Pool and 
continental breakfast. Doubles from $139. 563-289-9978. 
Crane & Pelican Cafe. An 1800s restored brick building 
with an interesting menu including homestyle and 
OPPOSITE: Passengers enjoy sunlit views of Iowa 
shoreline from the decks. The vast Bellevue 
overlook as viewed from a hill atop Bellevue State 
Park. Popular with passengers, the famed Fenelon 
Place Elevator in Dubuque was bu il t m 1882 and 
is the world's shortest, steepest scen1c railway. 
LEFT: A population of whi te pelicans-hundreds 
of them-has grown along the stretch of river the 
Twilight travels. An old iron railroad swmg bndge 
adds to the river's many charms 
heirloom recipes plus vegan options and a garlic salad 
so strong that it burns going down-in a good way. 
Craneandpelican.com; 563-289-8774. 
Faithful Pilot Cafe. Fine dining on the river. serving 
dishes such as ginger-soy glazed salmon and black-
pepper-crusted duck breast-plus a solid wine list. 
Faithfulpilot.com; 563-289-4156. 
Antique Archaeology. In a town with many antique shops, 
this is the famous one: home of the American Prckers 
television show, often with a star from the show signing 
autographs. Antiquearchaeology.com; 563-289-1530. 
Buffalo Bill Museum. Buffalo Bill and Native American 
memorabilia and more. Tour an original1800s steamer. 
Admission charged. 
563-289-5580; buffalobillmuseumLeC/aire.com. 8! 
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Bright colors make warblers among the most beautiful birds in 
North America. These small, active birds feature short, pointy bills. 
Most are just 4 to 5 inches long, so binoculars are helpful. Practice 
using them quickly to follow the bird's movements. This northern 
parula (Paru/a americana) momentarily hangs upside down trying 
to catch an insect. Its bluish tones and bright yellow throat are 
distinctive. Search woods near water to find it migrating through 
Iowa beginning mid·April. 
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Master these Tips to Find 
Secretive Wood Warblers 
STORY AND PHOTOS BYTY SMEDES 
owans savor spring when warm sunny days, new plant 
growth and the northward migration of birds contribute 
to a sense of renewal and rebirth. And while most 
backyard bird watchers can name favorite yard-birds, such 
as the bright red cardinal, the noisy blue jay or black-capped 
chickadee, many are unaware of warblers. 
Learn the Basics 
Warblers are like colorful, winged jewels flitting among 
the treetops. Usually difficult to see among the foliage, 
once you spot one, you will want to see more. All Iowa 
warblers are migratory, which means that all are possible 
vagrants outside their normal range and migration routes. 
\Vhile dozens of species migrate through Iowa, several 
species spend the warm months here to raise their young. 
Warblers are small songbirds among the most brightly 
colored and beautiful in North America, with about 50 
species breeding north of the Mexican border. Thought 
to have evolved in Central America, and later expanding 
their range to South America as the climate warmed, 
many migrated north to more favorable habitat and 
reduced competition for food. 
Where to Find Warblers 
Search in sizable woodlands, including Iowa's s tate 
forests, state parks and county parks. Continuous 
woodlands s tretching along rivers are especially 
productive. And don't overlook "sky islands" like north-
central Iowa's Pilot Knob State Park, which is surrounded 
by crop fields, but is attractive to tired migrating warblers 
looking for a place to land and fuel up. Several species 
The bay-breasted warbler 
(Oendrotca castanea) m1grates 
through Iowa 1n early May en route 
to summer nest1ng areas in 
Canada's spruce forests. It wmters 
1n Central and South America. 
nest across much of Iowa, including the American 
redstart, common yellowthroat, ovenbird, prothonotary 
and yellow warbler. These species spend more time 
in Iowa, improving chances for viewing. Another less-
common warbler, the cerulean, nests within a limited 
range in northeast Iowa. 
According to DNR avian ecologist Bruce Ehresman, 
"nesting yellow-throated warblers have been confirmed 
at Geode State Park, and it is likely that both the hooded 
warbler and yellow-breasted chat nest in Shimek State 
Forest's Croton Unit. The veery is also known to nest in 
Backbone State Park." Additional species nest in Iowa on 
occasion, but records are sparse. 
Learn the Corridors 
More than two dozen warbler species use migration 
corridors through Iowa to reach nesting grounds in 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Canada and Alaska. These routes 
are generally used again during the fall migration, 
when all warblers head south to Central America, the 
Caribbean, and northern South America. If you have luck 
finding warblers in an area, you will likely find them there 
again on their next migration. 
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The American redstart (Setophaga 
ruticil/a) is commonly found 
nesting 1n Iowa's mixed woodlands 
and shrubs It often fans ets tail, 
exposeng yellow or orange patches. 
The yellow-rumped warbler (Dendroica coronata) 
is Iowa's most common migrating warbler. One 
of the first to appear, search as early as mid-April. 
Shown above is an adult female. 
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GET INVOLVED 
In general, the plumage of warblers varies dependmg upon preferred 
feeding and nestmg locat1ons. Treetop species are ohen more bnghtly 
colored than those that dwell closer to the ground. The latter favor a 
more drab color scheme. The tremendous variety of coloration among 
warblers between speetes, males and females, and Juvemles and adults 
make 1dent1fication a challenge for many birders. Warblers are among 
the largest and most dtverse group of birds found in North Amer1ca . 
They add to the 1dent1ficat1on challenge by of ten quickly flittmg about 
1n heavily covered areas, makmg sightmg and identification a reward to 
patient birders. 
Often found in Iowa's wooded backwaters, 
the prothonotary warbler (Protonotorio 
cirrea) is a common nester. A cavity nester, 
it is known to use unoccupied wood 
duck nest boxes. The bill changes color 
seasonally- black during the breeding 
season and paler at other times. 
rn ing 
U f IIH phi/OQfe/ohiol 
nft~• n found hunting 
for in d spiders along the 
ground in dense undergrowth or 
second-growth habitat. 
Know the Spring Migration" 
Migration timing depends greatly upon the localion of 
each speciC's' wintering grounds. Some like the yellow-
rumped warbler, or Myrtle, can be found in Iowa as early 
as mid-April Tlwy winter in Central Anwrica and the 
\Vest Indies as WC'II as the southern coastal Unttcd States. 
Late-arrivmg uncommon species like the mourning and 
Connecticut warblers pass through Iowa in late May to 
early June, s1nrc tlw)' \vtnter predominately in northern 
South America, and make a much longer journey. 
The blackburnian warbler 
(Dendroica fusca) feeds high 
up in trees. It migrates through 
Iowa in mid-May. 
GetkO_ut.door.s During 
Pea Migration 
Mother's Day weekend in May is generally the peak 
of warbler n11grat10n, when possibly a dozC'n species 
or more may cast!} be observed in a day Peak viewing 
often occurs over a 10-day period from about 1\ lay 5 to 15. 
Some begtn appearing in late April, w1th a few late-
arriving species hanging on until late May and early June. 
Warbler viewing before the trees leaf out always makes 
finding warbl<>rs easier. 
Migrations ofl<•n occur in spurts, caused by fluctuating 
weather patterns Northerly breezes carry mixed flocks 
of warblers along their migration corridors, until they 
sometimes encounter a low-pressure ridge and strong 
headwinds And since most warbler migratiOn occurs at 
night, such a weathrr shift may cause fallout, when large 
numbers of warblers, exhausted after battling headwinds, 
are forced to land around dawn. Avid bird<.'rs dream of 
such a phenomenon and those witnessing them speak of 
warblers "dripping from the trees." 
Field Spotting Tips 
You will need a pair of binoculars to gam close-up views 
of warblers, and to make accurate identifications. Hungry 
warblers usually flit from branch to branch, lookmg for insects 
following a long flight And for that reason, spotting scopes and 
higher-powered binoculars prove counter-productive. The best 
magnification for flnding warblers quickly and identifying their 
markings and behavior are 7 to 8 power. 
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When you spot a warbler, follow its movements and 
fix your gaze upon it whi le ra1sing the binoculars to your 
eyes. Try to pre-focus to the same range as the bird, 
so that further adjustments arc minimal for final focus 
Purchase a harness system to cluninate binocular-flop 
while walking or bending over The harness secures 
bmoculars against your chest and in the same spot, ready 
to quickly slide upward to the eye-; 
Learn These Identification Clues 
COLOR AND PATTERNS 
Your first impression of the bird'<; color is very helpful. 
often narrowing the field to Just a couple of choices 
Many warblers have yellO\\ or orange plumage and the 
color locatwn is important Get a good look at the head. 
Often warblers have unique facta! patterns, including a 
distinct eyebrow, eye-ring or eye-crescent. Look for a 
distinctive crown. Then look at the under-parts, including 
the chin, belly and tail. Arc there streaks on the throat, 
belly or flanks? Look at the under-side of the tail. Many 
times, you will get your best look at the bird's underside 
since most warblers remain h1gh up in the trees 
BEHAVIOR 
Several warbler behaviors can set species apart. Foraging 
he1ght, foraging style and body movements are useful 
identification clues. Each species generally forages at 
a certain height. Water thrushes and ovenbirds are 
ground foragers. Common yellowthroats usually forage in 
bushes, at a height of 3 to 8 feel And while blackburnian, 
black-throated green and Cape ~l ay warblers prefer to 
forage near tree tops, they arc occasionally seen at lower 
heights While nesting, warbler-; \\Ill always feed at their 
preferred height, but migrating warblers are often very 
hungry, have landed in Jess than ideal habitat and will 
forage at the height food is avai lable. 
Most warblers hunt for insects among tree branches and 
leaves, bouncing from branch to branch, examining every 
branch and leaf. A few species arc fly-catchers, making short 
flights to catch airborne insects before returning to the1r 
perch. The American redstart and yellow warbler are known 
for this fccdmg style. A few warblers are kno\vn for moving 
about large branches and tree trunks. examining each 
crevice for insects and larvat'. Some of these have slightly 
longcr beaks, adapted for probing the deeper crevices. The 
black-and-white warbler feeds this way almost exclusively, 
much like the white-breasted nuthatch. 
BODY MOVEMENTS 
Some \\arblers exhibit body movements that along v.·ith 
shape and size are good identification clues. For instance. 
the palm warbler is noted for its nearly constant tail-
bobbing while the American redstart often fans its tad A 
few ground-feeding species like the ovenbi rd walk rather 
than hop whi le movi ng. ~ 
INSET PHOTO: The yellow warbler 
(Dendroica petechia) is a common 
Iowa nester and breeds in shrubby 
areas espeCially near water. Its 
stunnmg yellow color is a dead 
g1veaway to 1ts 1dentity. It often 
appears m Iowa around mid-May. 
HELP WARBLER POPULATIONS 
Experts agree that neotropica l m1grants, including 
wood warblers, have suffered s1gn1 f icant population 
declines the last few decades. The overwhelmmg 
problem is the loss, fragmentation and declining 
quali ty of habitat. Most warblers requ1re very specifiC 
habi tats to nest and rear offspring. And most warblers 
aren' t well adapted to pa ras1t1c nesters like the 
forest -edge-loving cowbi rds tha t lay their eggs in 
wa rbler nests. They foo l wa rble rs into raising the baby 
cowbirds, often at th e expense of their own young. 
Iowa nesting warblers require sui table nesting 
habi t at, and the warb lers that migrate through Iowa 
require wood land habi tat w hich is most often found 
along Iowa's river corri dors. DNR's Bru ce Ehresman adds 
that "Iowa's state forest s offer the best nesting habi t at 
since they contain large con t iguous blocks of old 
growth forest, con taining big canopy trees, which 
are p referred by several wa rbler spec1es." 
The adult male Wilson's warbler 
(W1Isonia pus1lla) has a distinct 
ohve and yellow color and black 
cap. Search near water or willow 
thickets to find it as it migrates 
through Iowa in early May. 
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• A great starter guide 
by Donald and Lillian Stokes. 176 pages 
ISBN 0316816647 
• the generally accepted warbler 
bible - by Jon Dunn & Kimball Garrett. 660 
pages. ISBN 0762846763 
• a wonderful video 
identification DVD with close-up warbler 
footage, bird songs, range maps and migration 
routes-by Michael Male and Judy Fieth 
Iowa is home to many local bird clubs- many 
of which offer regular field trips to observe 
birds like migrating warblers Novices are 
welcome. To locate a b1rd club in your area, 
visit the Iowa Ornithologist Union website at 
www.iowabirds.org/ other/clubs.asp 
This male Tennessee warbler (Oreothlypis peregrina) 
has just caught a tiny insect, visible in his beak. 
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Search sizeable woodland habitats, Including Iowa's state 
forests, state parks and county parks Slowly walk the trails, 
pause often and look for movement in both trees and 
shrubs. Peak viewing often occurs over a 1 0-day period 
from about May 5 through 15th. 
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Ethan Pole of Beloit, 
Wis., pulls in a trout on 
one of 80-plus coldwater 
trout streams that fan 
out over nine northeast 
Iowa counties. 
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as soon as I dipped it back into the creek. No blood on 
my hands or in the water. I happily found out later that 
blood red was a spawning color. 
The Manchester brook trout was stunning, with red 
and purple and green coloring, and fine slippery scales 
and white-edged fins. That afternoon, I sat on the bank 
above a Spring Branch run and watched rainbows, like 
me a West Coast import, facing upstream, holding behind 
a riffle, adjusting all in a line. I wanted my brook trout 
to be native, for after 20 years of living in this highly 
cultivated state, 1 wanted to find and release something 
of the original Iowa, and earn, perhaps, a few more 
credits toward belonging here. 
Most likely, however, my first brook trout was 
planted, given that I wasn't more than 300 yards from the 
Manchester Fish Hatchery. As far back as 1974 the DNR 
has known that South Pine's "skinny fish" were the only 
self-sustaining population of brook trout in the entire state 
of Iowa. But even after DNA testing, the debate remains 
whether these brook trout are heritage trout or the heirs 
of historical planting. David Faldet, in his book Oneota 
Flow, argues persuasively that these South Pine brook trout 
are not the same as Ice Age trout and more likely the result 
of evolutionary drift, the changes prompted by genetic 
variation, habitat change and natural selection, making 
them unique to here and now. What's known for sure is 
that they are distinct from strains introduced after 
European settlers arrived, and as David Faldet himself 
might attest, quite the fishing challenge. Marion Conover, 
former DNR fisheries chief, has written, "Brookies are 
hard to catch. These trout are smarter than the ones we 
get out of the hatchery. They're pretty wise." 
AJl morning, I tried to raise at least one fish, and guessed 
finally that a size 18 parachute Adams, a mayfly imitation, a 
standard, might do the trick. ·when in doubt, tie on a smaller 
fly, the common wisdom suggests, and on one sore knee 
in a stand of blue aster and panic grass, I squinted over 
my glasses to thread the tiny Adams with 6X leader. Then 
I crawled back toward the head of a pool where I had seen 
fish. One DNR article says South Pine 
Creek averages 11 feet in width, but 
it doesn't seem that wide, especially 
where the fish lie. The creek meanders 
some, wide and shallow over gravel 
in a few spots, slow and glass-like in 
others with hardwoods reflected in the 
mirror surface. Every so often the creek 
narrows and turns into a pool, dark, 
maybe 4 feet wide but deeper below the 
grass-covered bank. The DNR has done 
a wonderful job of restoring this creek, 
providing undercuts and structure for 
the fish that need current and quiet at 
the same time. The problem was that 
in such tight quarters, casting from my 
knees, with overhangs, bushes. brush. the banks 
wide then narrow with the current driving the fly 
underneath the watercress and my line into the clutches 
of fleabane and cow parsnip, I was lucky to get a 3-foot drift 
before the fish panicked once again, racing up and down the 
pool. Not a good sign all morning and not a whack. 
When Bob and I finally leave the shade near the end 
of our day and walk back toward the creek, I think that I 
might not catch anything here. I have fished since I was 
old enough to ride a bike, my spinning rod broken down 
and tied to the handlebars as I searched for creeks that fed 
Lake Washington north of Seattle. And the feeling of being 
skunked was the same then as it is now, a mix of disconnect 
and envy, and even a sense of being rejected by the fates 
as unworthy. Perhaps I should be happy with only "written 
accounts" more than a century and a half old of "native 
trout" in the Driftless Area of northeast Iowa. Maybe I have 
no answer for this creek or these fish or maybe the sun 
and heat have driven them down and another day might be 
belter; these are the speculations borne of disappointment 
and self-doubt. But studying South Pine Creek, even without 
catching fish, makes it easier for me to appreciate Ira 
Cook's 1897 retrospect of surveying Iowa and to imagine his 
enthusiasm at finding in 1852 that the creeks of Winneshiek 
County "were pretty well stocked with speckled trout." 
lie says, "I had not seen one since a boy of 10 years, and I 
could not resist the temptation to go after them." At 77, he 
remembered the first time he saw brook trout, their colors 
still vivid 67 years later. Natives, perhaps. Amazing. 
Bob finds a likely looking spot to fish behind a rifOe 
and I walk 50 yards farther to sit a moment beside South 
Pine before our climb back out. Is just being in this place 
and seeing brook trout enough today? I want to think 
that. In his essay "The Ephemera," the poet and Iowa 
fisherman Robert Schutlz says that standing in a small 
spring fed stream is to "lose oneself' to the elements 
at hand. "A skillful fisherman vanishes," he says, and 
goes on to mention that South Pine Creek holds brook 
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trout that may be natives ... In ortheast 
Iowa." he .,;ays ... with its prehistoric 
mounds. 1 he Pleistocene nails. and 
the South Pine brook trout, a fishing 
excursion can feel like a trek back to 
the beginning." Across the creek on the 
southwest side of the draw, hardwoods 
fill in the landscape, steep and wooded 
down to the creek's edge, a terrain that 
undoubtedly helps cool these waters. 
An 1812 survey marks the corners of 
sections here with bur oak. black oak, 
white oak and hickory and ash. The 
surveyor describes this land as "high 
ro11ing " It took Bob and me more than 40 
minutes to walk down to South Pine, and on this 
hot day. it will take us twice as long to climb the 
path two miles back through oak stands. up the hi11 and 
around the set-aside land and corn fields to get back to 
the car I'm not ready yet. 
Across the draw the oaks are huge, witness trees 
perhaps before hundreds of pristine seasons. the creek's 
water constant and cool all year from its source in 
limestone. Perhaps these trees witnessed the plow and 
livestock breaking down the banks. An 1882 plat of Pleasant 
Township shows the meandering South Pine overlaid with 
rectangular homesteads laid down by the Olsons. Nelsons. 
Petersons and Johnsons, their claims all 
90-degree corners. I have to laugh. Today I 
can't find a straight line in all of South Pine. 
except for the vertical of Big bluest('m 
But there are still fish here this 
afternoon Ten yards 
before me. a nffle 
turns beside a 
grass-covered bank and opens and settles into a deep pool 
I can't see down into. Maybe if I dead drift a pheasant tail. 
a small mayfly nymph. beneath the surface. past the end 
of the riffle and then down through the pool. maybe that 
would work I don't know what's there. but the water looks 
good. sun reflecting back into my eyes. 
On a hunch. I tie the pheasant tail on without weight and 
w1thout a strike indicator. Trying to vanish. I crawl behind a 
little rise on the inside bend of the pool. wait a few moments, 
and without more thinking, toss the nymph into the riffle and 
watch it drift around the corner out of sight. It vanishes as 
well. No drag. Not a ripple, the breeze calm. the current and 
leader indistinguishable. drifting, and then the leader stops. 
Then the rod tip dips like a hand knocking on the door 
or a bell rope pulled. though there is no sound in this 
little valley except my saying, 'Tve got one." 
The trout's colors are gorgeous. vermiculations along its 
back. olive sides with yellow spots and purple-red spots inside 
blue halos. the orange fins edged with v.hite. My hands wet 
and open, I cradle the 10-inch Iowa brook trout and 
Bob takes its picture. I wonder if this is a 
true native trout. maybe the 80th generation 
of the speckled trout Ira Cook mentioned 
in reference to his 1850 survey. or 
maybe a distant heir to a thousand 
generations back before the glaciers. 
I can only imagine. 
Then I start to worry. for the DNR 
people say these trout are fragile 
and must be released immediately. 
But I want to measure my brook 
trout, witness what might be original. 
hang onto something as clriftless as 
memory in all that drifts around us. If I 
dip it in the water just a moment to revive 
it, I think. to clean it and maybe cleanse 
' myself, I could take more p1cturcs and look 
again. But this is a wild fish. alive DO\\, 
and true to form. the moment r hold 
~"""" it beneath the surface. it 1s gone. ~ 
Holding the last naturally reproducing native brook trout 
in Iowa, South Pine's brookies are genetically distinct from 
others ytorldwide and closest to the original strain found in 
Iowa before settlement. They provide brood stock to return 
wild trout to other Iowa streams. Brook trout are a fussy 
species that require pristine, free-flowing water. Exemplary 
conservation and land ethic practices by landowners in 
the watershed is why these trout survived when those 
elsewhere did not. That, coupled with the natural geology, 
recent watershed rmprovements and further stream work 
t (s~wn left) makes it Iowa's pr~miere brook trout fishery . 
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At Rathbun Lake, Spirit Lake and Storm Lake, about 
40 staff take to the early April waters to capture female 
b rood stock and male walleyes. It's a night job, with no 
lights, running in high winds and waves. Just after ice 
out, it's freezing cold. Some nights are so dark staff can 
barely discern between shoreline and skyline. Snow, 
sharp wind or even tornadoes are additional threats, 
says Spirit Lake hatchery manager DONNA MUHM. 
Water temperatures are around 45 degrees-cold 
enough to take your breath away should you fall in. Each 
catch means a long, windy boat trip to find and pull gill 
nets. JOE LARSCHEID, now the fisheries bureau chief, 
plied the waters, walleye netting at Spirit Lake for 16 years. 
"The walleye are flopping on deck and you are hustling to 
get them un-netted and into tubs, trying to minimize stress 
on the fish. You take off your gloves, because you can't 
feel the fish," he says. "The fast pace and adrenaline rush 
keep you warm. If the fish are entangled, you cut the nets 
and sometimes your hands. Many nights your hands are 
raw as skin freezes to the boat, fish or nets." 
Then reset the net, and move to the next one, blowing 
air on your hands to warm up. In an average night, 20 
boats check 50 nets and bring in 1,400 walleye. 
"There's only a small window to sample walleyes," 
Larscheid says. "You have to get them while spawning. 
We don't want to do anything dangerous, but spring weather 
is unpredictable. Sometimes you get caught with nets in the 
water when the weather becomes nasty with waves crashing 
over the side and ice forming over the gunwales." 
"It's all guts and glory," says Muhm. At the hatchery, 
females are stripped of eggs, males of sperm-the end 
result being 1 million walleye fry and some of Iowa's 
most exciting fishing. The final trip between 2 and 4 a.m. 
ends at the hatchery, where staff wash fi sh slime off their 
hands and share smoked salmon or deer jerky before a 
starli t, pre-dawn drive home. 
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"Neither snow nor rain nor heal nor gloom of nig ht.. ." 
The unofficial motto of the U.S. Postal Service could 
just as easi ly apply to DNR environmenta~ s pec ialis ts. 
But unlike the local mail carrier, field spe ialis ts are 
on call 24/7 to respond to environmental hazards. With 
less than one person per county, a big spill can place 
heavy demands on staff. Facing undetermined hazards 
ranging from manure spills, train wrecks, fish kills 
and chemical spills, they work in adverse weather, icy 
streams, slippery stream banks and against unknown 
risks of con tact with unidentified hazardous substances. 
One who thrives on the challenge is KURT LEVETZOW, 
an e nvironmental specialist in Washington, Iowa. "I 
actually enjoy going out on some of the spills trying to 
identify what caused the hazardous situation. 
"Venturing into the unknown, you have to step back 
and look at the big picture," he says. If it's a fish kill, 
he mentally questions, "vVhat potentially could kill off 
fish?" Sometimes he can eliminate causes by time of year. 
When corn is growing, for example, he rules out manure 
and fertilizer application, favoring fungicide, herbicide 
or natural conditions. After harvest, liquid manure or 
anhydrous fertilizer could be suspect. 
Using water samples from upstream and down, 
investigators test for ammonia, dissolved oxygen, acidity 
and temperature to narrow down causes. Then they find 
the source and work with the responsible party to stop 
the pollutant and aid clean up. 
The biggest risks beyond fires or explosions are 
unidentified chemicals. 
"Safety is always on our minds," Levetzow says "We've 
all taken the Haz-Mat 40-hour course, but we're not a 
Haz-Mat team. We're out there to identify the source. 
That usually means we're wading creeks or walking fields 
to identify the contaminant and its origins. The problem 
is if you don't know the contamination boundary, you're 
likt>ly already in the middle of the hot zone." 
Training is vital and staff follows safety protocols. In 10 
years of tracking spills, Levetzow traces his most dangerous 
to a call one hot]uly night. Today he would take more 
precautions if a farmer asked him to check on an aerial 
spraying. "At first I didn't think about risk to myself. But 
they were s till spraying while I was in the field." 
It was hotter than blue blazes. Walking the creek 
banks while sweating and rubbing his face, his clothes 
were soaked. After finding dead crayfish, a species 
sensitive to pollutants, he knew he'd be back the next 
day. When he returned , he felt protected in hip boots. His 
co-worker wore a Tyvek suit to protect against chemicals. 
Later water and plant samples verified three chemicals 
in the stream and fields-toxic to aquatic creatures and 
dangerous for human contact. "The worst for me was aerial 
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spraying. I didn't know where I could or couldn't walk. 
"Now if it's manure, I know it's in a ditch, in a ti le, in a 
creek. We try to keep manure off our hands and clothes, but 
you know the worst that can happen is you're going to stink," 
he says. However, it's not hard to find a manure discharge, 
because it's usually brown, foamy and smells. He walks the 
creek to rule out other streams, tiles or d1tches carrying 
manure Testing for manure or fertilizer is easy, too 
But weather conditions aren't always easy One 
spring, a landowner had a fish kill in a pond. The farmer 
upstream had spread turkey manure, and as the ground 
thawed, manure ran into the pond. Although the water 
tested positive for ammonia, Levetzow needed lab tests 
and photo documentation to prove the source was turkey 
litter. He fell and got some of the cold, wet, smelly stuff 
on his clothes "\Vhile manure is dirty and smells. I'm not 
concerned about health and possible long-term effects as 
I am with chemicals," he says. 
It happens. Some angler has the wrong idea th at a iew 
gizzard shad will improve fishing and illegally releases 
them into a lake or, perhaps, carp and buffalo move up the 
spillways one spring Soon a lake is out of biological balance, 
fi shing is poor and tourism and local recreation harmed. 
It's time to re nova te th e lake- the ultimate dirty job. 
Spraying Rotenone in to the wate r on a hot, Ju ly day 
is g rueling. Black hip boots and brown chest waders 
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LEFT: Cleanmg up a fish kill durmg the 
dog days of summer IS back-break1ng 
work, sometimes involving thousands 
of pounds of fish In Carter Lake's 
planned fish kill, workers moved 10,000 
pounds of dead fish-twice ABOVE 
While the vast majority of hunters are 
responsible and law abiding, facing 
armed individuals in sometimes tense 
Situations always remains rooted in the 
back of a conservation officer's mind. 
OPPOSITE· Nav1gating frosty stream 
banks IS normal for environmental 
spec1al1sts out to protect Iowa's waters 
Weather cond1t1ons are no deterrent 
as they check a wastewater bypass or 
truckmg acCident, or search for the 
cause of a fish k1ll 
brcom<' saunas. Sweat drips whilr poling backwaters. 
applying chemicals in weedy shallows. Then staff wait 
until fish start surfacing. 
"Fish kills can be dirty and horrendously hard jobs," 
says biologist MARK FLAMMANG, who recently led efforts 
to kill illegally introduced gizzard shad at Lake Sugema. 
"You're practically guaranteed to have the hottest day of 
the year w1th the highest hum1dity you can stand" 
Nothing smells like sun-soaked decaying fish. "The third 
day of pickup it gets pretty nasty," he adds. ''The fish falls 
apart brtween your fingers when you try to pick it up." 
"It's smelly and physically demanding," says fisheries 
supervisor CHRIS LARSON who coordinated the renovation 
of Carter Lake near Council Bluffs 
Carter Lake was extreme!) murky with lots of algae 
RenovatiOn was part of a larger effort to reduce phosphorus 
levels by adding alum, shoreline protection. wetland 
development, stormwater basins to catch the runoff 
from 650,000 people, limited power boating and dredging. 
Thr lake was bad ly out of balance with rough fish 
far outnumbering game fish. Carp and buffalo are 
problematic for water quality. They tear up rooted 
vegetation and stir up bottom sediments, and compete 
with native fish for food. Once carp and buffalo are 
established, algae blooms flourish 
Ten fish crews moved 90 tons of fish in three days last 
summer and found carp and buffalo made 95 percent of 
the fish removed. Many weighed 40 pounds. "Imagine 
that on the end of a 5-foot pi tchfork," Larson says. "You 
have to pick each fish off the shoreline, throw it into a 
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boat and then lift it out of the boat to haul to a landfill." 
Collecting fish is a challenge. Staff searched along 
seven miles of shore. Each worker handled almost 10,000 
pounds of fish twice; once when ferreted out of shallow 
water and loaded in the boat, again when they were 
pitched into tractor buckets. 
"You are literally standing knee deep in slimy fish tn a 
boat," Larson says. "The smell is overwhelming. My wife 
had to wash my clothes twice." 
Staffers remind themselves to hydrate and force 
themselves to eat lunch while picking fish scales from 
their hair. There's a surprising camaraderie as workers 
share jokes and stories. Laughter helps. Newbies 
might have the joy of picking fish out of riprap, spines 
piercing their hands as the sun burns down. By day 
three, raccoons and the sun have cleaned up small fish. 
Everyone is exhausted. 
Fed by fertile soils and fertilizer runoff, Iowa's lakes 
are among the most prolific on Earth, producing 650 
to 700 pounds of fish per acre. By removing 600-plus 
pounds of rough fish per acre, water clarity at Carter 
Lake increased from inches to more than three feet in two 
days. Despite the odor and labor, as crews ran their boats 
through the car wash on the way home, staff knew they'd 
improved the lake and fishery for years. 
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Roughly 80 DNR staff routinely approach groups of 
armed people. It is inherently dangerous, walking trp 
alone to a group of 20 deer hunters. 
"Dangerous? We all think about it," says law 
enforcement supervisor MARK SEDLMAYR. "It's just 
something we have to be cognizant of. But we are taught 
how to approach people, how we talk to people. We don't 
approach them in an authoritative way most of the time, 
even though we are the authority," Sedlmayr says. 
He's quick to add, "Most hunters are out to enjoy 
themselves. If they are doing something they're not 
supposed to be. their main concern is not to gel caught, 
and to hide or stop what they were doing." 
Conservation officers start their career with the same 
training police officers and deputies take at the Law 
Enforcement Academy. Then DNR officers take a 12-week 
course tailored to fisheries and wildlife job aspects, like 
where to look for illegal traps, how to drive pick-ups during 
a high speed chase and how to approach hunters in a blind. 
In 26 years, Sedlmayr has pulled his weapon four times, 
once in a state park during a burglary. The other times 
while assisting other law enforcement officers after a high 
speed chase involving drugs. One of Sedlmayr's officers 
was threatened with a knife by a guy high on drugs. 
Drug users aside, poachers also create risks. Poaching 
is big business in Iowa where fertile lands yield world class 
deer. While penalties for poaching trophy deer may be up to 
$20,000, the black market price of a deer with antlers that 
score 200 inches or more may be five times that. 
"A lot of people don't understand there's a world 
market and money in illegal trading for antlers, ginseng 
and sturgeon eggs or roe," he says. "All of our wildlife 
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violations are stmple mtsdemeanors Poaching a world 
class deer, in th<.' eyes of the court, is the same as 
running a stop sign. In other states. especially out west, 
poached big game could be a felony. Many don't know the 
value of wildlife on the black market" 
Despite the danger of facing poachers. the worst job is 
drowning or hunting accidents. In both. the officer deals 
with a grieving famtl) Often hunting acctdents tnvolve a 
person who acctdentally shot a famtl) member or friend 
Some officers are tramed in criticalu1ctdents and help 
other officers deal with these events. "Some incidents are 
pretty graphic, pretty gruesome. Six years ago. a todd ler 
drowned. That's tough stuff that burdens you You have 
to deal with onlookers. too," says Sedlmayr 
r-.H·n. Ro~o,.., 
At Clear Lake and Lost I land Lake, "We round carp up, 
to mark and recapture them late r to get a population 
estimate," says Larscheid. "We need the popu lation 
estimate to write contrac ts for commercial fishermen to 
remove a known quantity of carp, improving the fishery 
and water quality" 
Commercial fishermen use a large net to trap carp in 
shallow areas of Clear Lake. Fisheries staff wade in to mark 
fish. It was surprisingly uncomfortable and difficult. "Here 
you are with your fin clippers, trying to clip a fin while 
8- to 10-pound carp hit you in the face," Larscheid says. 
"Some 40,000 pounds of carp are whirling around in the 
pen, making your li fe and keeping your footing difficult." 
Finally, biologist Scott Grummer suggested shocking 
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the carp, a common technique using electrical current to 
momentarily stun fish. 
With staff safely out of the water. Grummer brought the 
shocker boat in and flipped the switch. "The carp boiled up 
out of the water like a huge explosion Then they relaxed, 
stunned. and our people were able to get in, pick up the fish 
and clip a fin to mark them for 20 mmutes 
"Then, we got everyone out of the water, flipped the 
switch, and repeated the process" 
It worked Biologists estimated the carp population 
and let a contract for carp removal. At Lost Island Lake 
enough fish were removed to keep the population down 
for years. At Clear Lake, 402 tons were removed in 10 
years Less carp means clearer water with less algae 
and better fishing. 
While conservation officers cxpqct to meet people with 
load<.'d guns in the field, environmental specialists don't. 
Still, their job is to aid people in achieving compliance 
with environmental protection rules to keep Iowa's 
air, land and water clean Like police and conservation 
officers, they sometimes encounter inhospitable people 
and have stories of potentially dangerous encounters 
Open dumps seem to bring out the worst in people 
BARB LYNCH, chief of field services and compliance, has 
been on the job for 32 years. "One time I had a complaint 
investigation and the sheriff made sure the dump owner 
was on the other side of the county," she says. "The 
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sheriff took no chances. He still sent an armed officer 
with me." 
Once she drove her small Datsun to a landfill inspection. 
"I was on foot and the guy on the bulldozer was chasing me," 
she says. She ran as fast as she could, trying to get to her 
Datsun before the bulldozer caught up. 
In such cases, staff never know how much danger they're 
in. Lynch jokes she wouldn't have lasted in the job if she'd 
worked in another state, as most Iowans are decent 
Budding wildlife biologists may think worki ng with 
animals is warm and fuzzy. But wildlife technician JIM 
COFFEY collects more data from cold and stinky critters. 
Live animals provide data, but dead animals tell more. 
Vulnerable predators need constant monitoring to 
avoid overharvesting. Biologists use monitoring results 
to set harvest quotas and keep populations viable. And 
biologists get downright filthy digging into the dirty 
world of flat, squishy road kill at dirty job central, the 
DNR's Chariton Research Station. 
Wildlife staff pick maggots off week-old, smashed, slimy 
carcasses. From teeth they learn age. From uterine scars, 
reproductive capacity. Combined, these tell biologists if 
populations are increasing, declining or stable. 
More information comes from stomach contents which 
appear as a pile of fur and liquid. Looking inside, biologists 
discover eating habits by extracting content and cleaning 
off the goo. Although every mammal's hair follicles are 
OPPOSITE PAGE· Rodeos take on a 
different meaning when standing knee-
deep while roundmg up hundreds of 
agttated carp. ABOVE While examining 
days-old summer roadkill isn't pleasant, 
it provides critical data about the health 
of bobcat and otter populattons. 
different, it's a challenge to look through the microscope 
and determine what it was before it became lunch. 
Getting up close to days-old carcasses reveals data 
essential for wildlife management. But biologists are 
willing to share the fun with others. Volunteers and college 
students thinking of entering the profession often help 
in the spring during a massive data collection. Animals 
turned over by trappers or picked up as road kill are 
collected for this special event. Rubber boots and old 
clothes are required, because in less than eight hours they 
wetgh, measure, skin and catalogue hundreds of animals 
J:~sti(la fo~ Chronic ac-h~rt ri•sp~c-n 
Handling a knife at sub-freezing temperatur~ ith a pen 
light frozen to one's lips can be dangerous, especially 
with hands that are so co ld one can't tell if they're cutting 
deer muscle or their own. But that's a risk DNR wildlife 
researchers face to monitor Iowa's first-class deer herd 
for chronic wasting disease. 
Not a glamorous job, it requires removing lymph 
nodes and brain stems. It doesn't take long for one 
deer-usually about three or four minutes. But multiply 
that by 4,000 samples and travel time to complete the 
DNR's aggressive state-wide monitoring. 
Sampling during summer's peak is even more arduous. 
A call from the DOT leads to a roadside where a biologist 
needs to collect samples. Three-day-old August road-
killed deer tend to have gas buildup and expansion. New 
biologists quickly learn to stand upwind before the first cut. 
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At night. taking a roadside tissue sample with gawking 
semi drivers wh1zzing by at 75 mph adds nsks When a 
54-foot semi screams by, it makes a slip of the scalpel 
easy. Despite training, a few have ended up in the 
emergency room with cut hands. Fortuna te ly, no one has 
been hit by a truck. 
u'"\~""'"'nc in tbo ,,., , 
They don't wear hard hats. safety glasses and ear 
protection, steel-toed shoes and sometimes full 
respirators for nothmg. ONR smokestack test obser..vers 
are exposed to a whole host of hazards as they ensu re air 
pollutants tests arc done correctly. 
The observer enters every type of industry in Iowa, 
clambering over and around tangles of high pressure 
steam pipes, electrical wires. duct work and caustic 
chemical baths while skirting grinders. shredders. 
welders. crushers and other working heavy machinery. 
Taking a nue gas sample usually reqUires getting atop a 
building; maybe climbing a ladder, scaffolding or a catwalk 
to reach a high platform-not a job for those afraid of 
heights. The working conditions aren't wonderfu l either. 
"It's basically everything you can imagine," says 
stack test observer MARK STONE. "You go everywhere, 
see every sort of process you can imagine-rendering, 
woodworking, foundries, chemical plants. any sort of 
industry in the slate where there are air pollutants." 
He migh t end up spending all night on a roof in 
Jan uar y or wea rin g a Tyvek suit, sweating it out in 105 
degrees or more for e ig ht h ou rs. "Some facilities have 
odd hours, like a t one foundry they work 5:30a.m. to 
2:30 p.m .. so I worked the same s hift." 
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BELOW Smokestack testers face extreme heat and cold condit ions 
on rooftops after first perhaps making extensive clim bs past caustiC 
chemicals, molten steel, heavy machinery and other industry 
hazards. OPPOSITE PAGE: In certam ecosystems-such as those 
at Wildlife refuges-use of drillmg rigs is out of the question. 
Some thmgs-such as d1ggmg 20-foot wells- are done by hand. 
~orne industries are safer than others. Anything 
mvolving chemicals or fire is the most dangerous. 
Plants vary. some having better safety training and 
more cquipment. Observers still face dangers of slipping, 
tripping, hilling their head, or, less likely fires, explosions 
or exposure to chemicals or scalding-hot substances. 
"The plants work hard to keep people safe," Stone 
says "fhey try to minimize danger Still, things happen. 
One guy almost fell off the roof I've been in places so 
dusty we looked like old coal miners. all covered in dust 
when we left." 
When Stone started 15 years ago, he was shocked by 
how many industries are in Iowa and the range of plant 
conditions. Some plant processes are antiquated. "There 
are a number of facilities where you hear 'Nobody does it 
this way anymore.' You go in and see why," he says. For 
example. one facility makes low carbon steel into high 
carbon steel parts, dipping steel into a molten cyanide 
salt bath Although tests did not show high cyanide fume 
levels. the plant vacates that area during the operation 
One plant, now out of business, had a process used 
in only two places worldwide to bake coal at high 
temperatures. Now only one plant in China does so. 
"The worst inspection I've been to was a rendering 
plant, where everything was coated with a greasy, gooey 
layer. The place was really dirty," he says. 
But a livestock incinerator wasn't so bad. "Probably the 
worst was a guy working on an experimental incinerator 
for chickens It didn't work right. so I got to drive home-
four hours-smelling like burnt chicken feathers," Stone 
laughs. "I got a few stares at the local Casey's store, too." 
Four slack test observers average 350 total inspections per 
year or about 50 percent of the facilities. "With budget cuts, 
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we can't make it to as many as we used to," he says. "It's not 
good for facilities, because based on the test results, they can 
run into other problems. If we could actually go out there, we 
could help prevent some of the problems." 
flirtrtir'rt f"\'"'01"" Q I U 
"When you want information, there's a price to be paid," ays 
DNR geologist KEITH SCHILLING. For water quality data, 
that price comes in a patina of sweat and mud, a smattering 
of blisters and muscle soreness too. The..lowa Geological and 
Water Survey group has hand-drilled roughly 100 wells at 
Nei l Smith National Wildlife Refuge near Prairie City. 
Because of the prairie delicacy, and need to prevent 
compaction, ruts and tracks, Schilling and his crew of one 
walk out through chest-high prairie grasses hauling their 
6-inch hand auger, 50 pound bags of sand and clay and 20 
some feet of pipe No hydraulic augers on big trucks here. 
Often the conditions are wet and hot. When drilling 
through soil, pulling the auger out every few inches is tough. 
Suction can build up as mud sticks to the side of the hole. 
"It's very dirty, ripping the soil off that sticks to the auger," 
he says. "You pull the auger out, clean the soil off, then put it 
back in the hole and turn and turn again. You're covered with 
dirt and sweat. I've learned to bring along a change of clothes 
because I'm so much happier on the drive home." 
With years of experience, Schilling can hand drill 
a 6-inch by 20-foot deep hole in two hours. "It's worth 
the price," he says. Next, he inserts a slotted pipe into 
the hole and packs sand and clay aro und il. The s lots 
and sand keep fine-gra ined soi ls from the we ll , allowing 
water to seep in. Clay placed over the sand keeps surface 
contamination out. 
Then geologists hike to each well, lugging sampling 
gear to measure water table depth and to check ground 
water for nitrogen, phosphorus and carbon levels. 
They are looking at the effects of channelization on 
groundwater levels, finding that when stream channels 
are cut deep, that ground water level drops, too. 
The result is that areas below ground along the stream 
are dryer than they should be. "It's dry, dr y, dry next 
to the stream channel," Schilling says, "meaning that 
the riparian area can't be restored to native vegetation." 
When they began the study, both sides of one stream 
were grown up with reed canarygrass, a water-tolerant 
cool season grass. Trying to re-estab lish native sedges 
and wet meadow grasses on one side of the stream, 
Schilling's found those plants could succeed in the 
floodplain, but not when planted within 10 to 20 meters 
from the stream channel. 
"The channel, and groundwater level, has dropped 
below the rooting depths of those plants, even below 
the root balls of trees," he says. "To re-establish the 
native riparian vegetation, we'll have to halt erosion, 
maybe put in grade stabilization structures, let debris 
fall in and encourage beaver dams to bring the channel 
and the water tab le up." 
Deep-cut channels mean all but the largest floods are 
contained in the stream, running downstream just like 
a pipe. "If we can br ing the water table up and br ing the 
flood into contact with the floodplain, that will allow some 
uptake of nutrients, the water will move s lower r educing 
flooding and the volume moving downs tream." 
Six research papers have resulted from the work at 
Neil Smi th National Wildli fe Refuge. A pri ce paid in 
sweat? Yes, but his data makes the price wor th it. .81 
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Some see willows as a nuisance species. Others create 
works of art, garden structures or casual furniture. 
BY MINDY KRALICEK PHOTOS BY MINDY KRALICEK AND RYK WEISS 
"NO ONE'S EVER SAID NO 
when we've asked if we can cut sand willow on their 
property," says Pam Dennis sprightly. llcr partner in life 
and art, Ryk Weiss. shakes his head in agreement. 
Their passion with willow began when a friend visited 
about 30 years ago He ran out of money and needed 
bus fare to get back home. He asked if he could cut 
some willow on their property to make and sell willow 
furniture. Weiss satd, .. Only if you show me how to do it." 
That was the start. Weiss built willow furniture for a 
while and Dennis branched off into basket-making. They 
sold their items at farmers' markets. 
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Weaving Creativity 
Their creativity got the better of them. Dennis began 
mixing mediums: willow with pottery and, later, copper. 
Weiss began replicating some of his early willow art in 
copp<.'r. They sold their work at juried art fairs around the 
country for 25 years. adapting their works to art trends. 
As the textures of their art diversified. so did their lines 
of work Dennis taught basket making at art centers. They 
got consignments for art installatiOns at hospitals and 
colleges; Dennis has been a popu lar teacher for the Iowa 
Arts Council's Arts in Education program. The installation 
of a willow whale at Reiman Gardens in Ames added to 
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their notoriety. 
"The problem with living off your own work is that 
it ruins you for doing anything else," says Weiss. The 
couple lives simply with a conservation ethic on an 
acreage north of Ogden in central Iowa. Found things 
become decor in the garden. Dennis, a horticulturist, 
tends their vegetab le and flower gardens. Willow, 
indigenous and renewable, is an apt material for their art. 
Willow Garden Structures 
Lee Zieke in northeast Iowa also has a passion for 
willow. She and her husband, Lindsay Lee, live on a 
scenic acreage they call \Villowglen between Decorah 
and Burr Oak, where they offer garden and landscape 
design services. In 1983 Zieke attended a willow basket-
weaving class in Decorah offered by a Wisconsin man. 
"I knew before the class was over that this was 
something that was going to be a part of me for a long 
time," says Zieke. 
Zieke started weaving baskets using wild sand willow, 
but learned that Amana basket makers were growing 
their own willow for weaving from cuttings brought over 
from Germany. Zieke started researching European 
willows. which she learned were more pliable, did 
not root sucker (which is what makes sand willow 
so aggressive), and had distinctive colors. She 
planted her first European willow cuttings in 1988. 
The Stick Merchant 
Over the next four years, Zieke planted three patches of 
willow varieties-6,000 cuttings each time. Some of those 
patches are now 11 to 15 years old. Her willow patches have 
expanded into three acres of 10 varieties and sprouted a 
sideline business for Willowglen: selling cuttings across 
the country through their business website. 
Zieke sells 6- to 8-foot willow rods to weavers, either 
dry or green, as well as larger-diameter willow that can 
be used for other purposes. Her willow cuttings are also 
Artists Pam Denms and Ryk We1ss at the1r stud1o m rural Ogden Usmg 30 years of willow 
craft experience, the duo offer workshops, teach m schools and sell the1r popular art 
works We1ss, a Humboldt nat1ve and mus1cian, has a private recording studio m add1t1on 
to his work with copper Denn1s has a horticulture background and was the first woman 
h1red to tend the large rose garden behind the Des Momes Art Center 1n Greenwood Park. 
BELOW: The bird sculpture IS made from willow with copper and ceramic accents. 


used for decorative purposes in the home, and she sells 
cuttings for others to start willow patches. 
"Willow is tht' perfect renewable sourct' for garden 
structures Wht'n I set' ornaments, structurt's and 
supports made out of plastic and w1re, I think, 'How 
can I do th1s \\'lth willo'' ?'"says Ziekc. 
Her garden "tructure ideas evolved into workshops 
and classes for '"11low plant supports and garden 
trellises, addmg aga1n to Willowglen's hst of services. 
Of course. Zieke also continues to make custom-
made baskets, which can also be ordered through the 
website. She prefers the traditional "stake and strand" 
construction which make her garden, shopp1ng and 
laundry basket... strong and functional .l!l! 
Artist and gardener Lee Zieke's 
wattle fence was made by 
weaving willows with rebar 
The rebar IS buried up to three 
feet deep and extends s1x feet 
skyward A GH Readers can 
learn to build these trell1ses 
by tak1ng a class from Z1eke 
She and husband Lmdsay Lee 
offer landscaping and garden 
design, custom-made baskets, 
willow weavmg classes and 
sell w1llow cuttmgs at their 
home in rural Decorah. Learn 
more at willowglennursery. 
com or 563-735-5570. 
F .. R R GH- Cut willow from 
various cultivars w1th varymg 
color can be purchased for 
proJects from Z1eke 
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Flying bird design as 
part of the Moby Dick 
Garden Seascape at 
Re1man Gardens m 
Ames. Created by Pam 
Denms and Ryk We1ss 

Iowa's economic loss caused by these 
pests is estimated at $8 billion over 20 
years in urban tree removal costs and 
$24 billion for forest landowners and 
wood products businesses. Energy 
savings from shade, property value, 
stormwater retention and carbon 
sequestration are also diminished. 
mVASTATING 
RREATS TO TREES 
Emerald ash borer 
Not since Dutch elm disease are so many threats converging on Iowa trees. 
Keep an eye out for these four invasive pests to avoid potentia l disease, 
widespread damage and extensive costs. 
E" ..... ;.. ''DASH BORf" Actual sized adult 
This small. green. im astve wood-boring beetle ktlls ash 
trees regardless of thetr health or size, putting 55 million 
Iowa trees at nsk Under the bark, the grub like larvae 
feed on living plant ttssue When EAB destroys an ash, 
nearly all other ash trees m that city wtll die tn less than 
six years Already present in Allamakec County. it will 
continue spreading across Iowa. 
- '"'""Y MOTH 
As a caterpillar. it feeds on leaves, causing defoliation 
during the growing season. when trees are producing 
energy. It favor'> oaks, an important acorn source for 
birds and mammals-it makes up 54 percent of a deer's 
yearly diet. Repeated defoliation can lead to tree death. 
Last year. this moth lived in 31 countit s, some tn numbers 
three times htgher than the previous } ear. 
n CAN - - '")JSE:AcE ......... LACK WALNUT(',..,.,..., 
As the walnut twig beetle tunnels through a black walnut, 
it spreads this clamagtng fungus. Iowa produces the third 
largest volume of sawlog-size black walnut in the world, 
an industry placed at risk by TCD. Some experts believe 
this disease could decimate black walnut tret's the same I way Dutch elm dtsease affected elms 
BUR OA .. Dl ·~HT 
A common lo\\a tree \\ith an important acorn source to 
wildlife. 32 million Iowa bur oaks are at risk The fungus 
blight causes defoliation. leading to branch mortality or tree 
death. Symptoms include a v-shaped brown discoloration of 
leaves and browning veins in July and August 
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Help lessen an Outbreak 
1 ) For woodlands, keep an appropriate number of trees per acre 
and mamta1n species d1vers1ty as the best insurance agamst native 
and exotiC invas1ve tree threats. 
2 ) Watch for signs and symptoms of the big four pests. If you 
see 1ssues, contact a d1stnct forester Have dig1tal photos of 
suspect trees ready to help determine if an on-the-ground 
inspection 1s warranted . 
3) Take care of your woods. Follow wntten management plans 
developed by a profess1onal forester Maintain proper spacing, 
stockmg and tree d1vers1ty Overstocked, overgrazed and under-
managed woods are more susceptible to all pests. 
4 ) Towns should inventory the1r tree resources and work to create 
a d1verse community forest containing no more than 10 percent 
of any one species. 
S) Do not transport firewood, untreated wood products or 
wood waste Movement a1ds the spread of destructive pests 
For campf1res, use wood purchased at the park. 
6 ) Get mvolved. Advocate protection and care of rural and c1ty tree 
resources. Learn more about tree diseases at www.iowadnr.gov/ 
fores try/ index or the DNR's forest healt h coordinator, T1von Feeley, 
at 515-281 -4915. 
IOWA 
TROUT FISHING 
GUIDE 
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E ddic was tn a predicament. Eddie, a fox terrier. was trapped in a cave by a 
savage• mystery animal. 
"Iluh? What am I supposed to do about that?" r asked. 
"No idea," the dispatcher said flatly. Gee, thanks. Once 
again, my JOb seemed to be getting mixed up with that of 
an animal control officer 
I took down a phone number and dialed with the 
intention of telling Dale, the dog's owner, that there was 
nothing I could do There was no answer. Great I set off 
in the direction of hts house. 
As I pulled into his driveway, Dale approached my 
truck I stepped out and just as I opened my mouth 
to mform htm that thts kmd of thing isn't in my job 
description, I was stopped short by a ptercing bark 
commg from somewhere behind the house 
Once I heard Eddie's frantic call for help, my resolve 
melted-! had to rescue Eddie. 
We picked our way to the bottom cliff in an old rock 
quar r y Dale led me to a small opening in the rock wall. 
I got down on my knees and poked my head into the 
cave's entrance. Eddie's barking echoed through the 
darkness, making it difficult to pinpoint h is location. 
A small ledge looked to be accessible if I removed my 
gun bell. sucked in my stomach and scooted forward in a 
prone position From there maybe I could see Eddie. 
"What makes you think there is an animal in there with 
Eddte?" I asked, stlil a little skeptical of his story. Before 
Dale could answer, I caught a whiff of musky stench. 
followed bv a deep rumbling growl. I took a qutck slt'P 
backwards. nearly knocking Dale over "Oh That .. 
(,omg mstde the cave suddenly became less d<.>strable. 
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If I crammed myself in there, I would block the exit for 
whatever was keeping Eddie hostage 
"Can't say I've ever had a call like this before," I said. 
ch uckling uncomfortably. 
"I just don't know what to do," Dale said. 
Unfortunately, I didn't either. It was time to make some 
phone calls. 
I hiked to my truck to get my cell phone. First I tri ed 
an old trapper who has given me advice in the past 
No answer I tried my neighboring officer No answer. 
My supervisor? Nope ;\ext I tried my hu<>band. a 
DNR wildlife employee. He picked up on the fifth r ing. 
"Qutck question," I said. ''I've got a small dog stuck in 
a cave with an angry animal-likely a badger. Any tdeas?'" 
All I could hear was my son screaming in the 
background. 
"What? I had to put the phone down for a <>econd ... 
he replied. sounding annoyed The baby was still c r ying. 
"A dog! Dog stuck in a cave with a badger! Need to ge t 
the dog out! Think of something!" I said with desperation. 
"Hu h? I don't know. I can't think right now, he won't 
s top cr yi ng. When are you coming home:>" he said . 
"Never mind," I said, and hu ng up, tactfu lly not 
reminding him that he was supposed to be an expert in 
this kind of thing. 
I scrolled through my phone contacts and landed on 
the perfect candidate. Jeff, one of the hunter education 
instr uctors in my county, lived only a half mile away. Jeff 
is a prison guard, a tough guy, and a self-described redneck, 
so sure ly he wouldn't be scared of a little old badger. It didn't 
take much to talk him into helping 
Back at the bottom of the hill, Dale was looking \\·orried. 
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''I'm not sure if we're 
making it better or 
worse," he said. "If we 
left it alone until dark, 
do you think the animal 
wou ld come out?" 
"It's certainly 
possible," I said, 
thinking this was 
probably the best idea 
yet. However, it was 
apparent by his voice 
this was the last thing 
he wanted. I could 
hardly blame him-
I wouldn't have been 
able to leave my 
dog either. 
"Let's try to think of 
some other ideas first," 
Dale said quietly "What 
if he is injured and can't 
get out on his own?" 
"OK let's think " 
' ' 
I said. 
We came up with 
a few ideas: pepper spray, throwing a tow rope into the 
cave to spook the animal out, smoking them out, and 
finally, running a hose from the house, down the cltff 
and into the cave to surprise the animal into action with 
a quick burst of water. 
We vetoed every idea. If I used pepper spray, I'd end up 
getting the spray in my own eyes, therefore not only putting 
me in the path of the animal, but also blinding myself The tow 
rope idea was just lame. We had no smoke bombs. And finally, 
spraying water into the hole carried the risk of driving them 
further into the cave. The other major problem with all of the 
plans was that we weren't certain of Eddie's location. Every 
time we listened from different spots along the rock wall, the 
barking seemed to originate from different areas of the cave. 
I called Coralville's animal control officer with the hope 
that she might be privy to some secret knowledge pertaining 
to dogs being held hostage by badgers in a cave. In the very 
least, I thought she might have better equipment than my 4-
foot catch pole. Unfortunately, she lacked experience with this 
specific situation. Her advice was to call the better-equipped 
Iowa City animal control officer. 
I hung up feeling 
frustrated and helpless. 
Then I looked up, and 
there, standing at the top 
of the hill with his arms 
crossed and smirking like 
some kind of deranged 
superhero, was Jeff 
Help had finally arrived. 
Jeff climbed down the 
hill and approached the 
cave, repeating what I had 
done earlier. Squinting 
into the darkness he 
called, "Come on Eddie! 
Come out of there!" And 
like earlier, when he 
asked if we were sure 
Eddie was alone, his 
question was answered 
with a deep growl from 
inside the cave. 
"You think someone 
should belly crawl 
in there for a better 
looksee:>" I asked 
casually. I hoped he would catch the subliminal message 
that "someone" was him. 
"I don't think you want to meet whatever that is 
face-to-face, do you?" he asked, completely ignoring my 
subliminal messages. 
"Not really," I answered. I knew if Jeff volunteered, I 
wouldn't have let him try anyway. My shirt was the only 
one sporting a badge, so I'm sure that if my "volunteer" 
contracted rabies, I'd be to blame. 
I left Dale and Jeff to think while I called the officer 
from the Iowa City animal shelter. 
"Wow! That's not good," she said. "Badgers are mean." 
"Uh huh," I replied. 
"So, is the owner really freaking out?" she asked. 
"lie's worried. I don't blame him though," I said. Listening 
to Eddie was breaking my heart, and he wasn't even my dog. 
I cut to the chase and asked her for some advice. 
"Have you tried just walking away for a while?" she 
asked. Not the top secret knowledge I was hoping for. 
Where do they train these people anyway? 
"We are saving that as a last option," I said. 
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She had a few 1deas Use a tazer on the badger .I 
didn't have a tazer. tq to find something to allach to 
the end of a st1ck that would allow it to turn a corner 
I'm not an engmeer: last!} we could call on l\londay and 
she could send a crev .. to help ... my husband would've 
objected to me working for more than another hour, 
let a lone overnight I thanked her and hung up. 
Our main problem (aside from the clearly miffed 
animal) was that we didn't know where I~ddie was and 
whether or not he was capable of getting out on hts own. 
"If only we were able to see better," I kept saymg Bingo! 
I retrieved a camera from my truck. Dale found some 
duct tape and Jeff held the catch pole .,;teady After 15 
minutes of precision work. we connected the camera to 
the end of the pole By setting the camera timer, I could 
stick the camera into silts in the rock wall and take 
photos. I went crazy taking pictures. I snapped off 50 
shots, from 50 different angles, and from various entry 
points. When done. I had 50 different pictures of rock. 
Dale was clearly not Impressed with my photography 
skills. He finally dec1ded to call a plumber Yes. a 
plumber. The plumber arrived 45 minutes later with 
his camera m tow H1s camera, usually used for 
"seweroscopies," cou ld be the solution. Il needed power 
though, and we were 80 yards from the nearest outlet. 
Dale went to the house to scavenge extension cords. 
While we were waitmg, the plumber wandered to the 
cave, stooped over and looked inside Another growl. 
"Have you thought about just leavmg 1t alone:>" he 
asked. Silly plumber who was the wildllfe expert here 
anyway? Of course we had thought of that As -. ... e chatted, 
the plumber started to get cold feet He concluded that 
"there would be too much pull on the line" (I nodded like 
I had a clue) . I cringed when he said he was going to tell 
Dale he couldn't usc the sewer camera 
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Dale returned looking more dejected than ever. 
We were now' officially out of tdeas I let Jeff break 
the ne\\s-our only rematmng optton was to wait it out. 
I thanked Jeff. and watched my former superhero hike 
up the hill. I started to follow, but found it difficult to 
leave Dale stlttng on the edge of the hill with Eddie still 
yipping from inside the earth. I told him I'd return if he 
had another plan. 
"Could I borrow a live trap:>" he asked. "If the animal 
doesn't come out tonight at least maybe I could catch it." 
··C.,urc." I sat d. I promised to ret neve a live trap from 
the Coralville animal control officer 
"I'm sorry I couldn't save Eddie," I said, feeling like 
a giant failure. 
"I understand," Dale said quietly 
I left feeling mentally exhausted. More than anything, 
I wished I could rescue Eddie It would have been a happy 
ending Eddie would've been happy, Dale would've been 
happy, and I would've felt like a hero But no. 
I drove into town and got the trap from the Coralville 
antmal control officer when my phone rang. 
"Guess who just ran 1nto my house:>" Dale asked, his 
voice drenched with relief. 
"Eddie?'' I asked. 
"He's back," he said. "I came back into the house and 
within 10 minutes he was back. A little shaken up, covered 
in mud. and missing the tip of an car. but otherwise OK," 
Dale said 'Thank you so much for helping." 
"I dtdn't do anything," I said 
"You showed up," he replied 
Somcttmes the simplest solution 1s the best one. 
Let nature take its course and things will work out. 
And it's OK to put yourself into someone else's shoes. 
Sometimes a little empathy goes a long way. Sometimes 
you arc a hero just for showing up 8! 
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Household Hazardous Materials 
Change the wav we . 
Read labels 
Purchase 
use and store 
Dispose of 
Household Hazardous Materials 
lowa Department 
of Natural Re~ources 
515.281.5918 
Make our chores and projects easier, but they: 
• Require special care 
• Are the No. 1 cause of poi onings in children 
• May contaminate land and water resources 
What can we do now;> 
• Look for "GREEN" alternatives 
• Purchase only what you need 
• Read product label for use, storage 
and disposal recommendations 
For more information go to 
or contact your local o lid waste agency. 
Change our wavs. Chang 
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GET INVOLVED 
Amphib1an populations are declining globally and are susceptible 
to environmental changes. You can help momtor frog and toad 
populations by driving a 15-mile nighttime survey route three 
t1mes during the summer and recording resu lts. For details, contact 
the DNR's Stephanie Shepherd at 515-432 ·2823 ext. 702 or visit 
iowadnr.gov/wildlife/diversity!frog_toad.html. 
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Find a volunteer project or post your own event at 
www.keepersoftheland.org or call 515-281 -0878. 
PADDLING WITH A PURPOSE 
ROBIN FORTNEY, DES MOINES 
Des Moines paddler works t o reconnect Iowans with rivers 
The founder of Central Iowa Paddlers started her 1naugura float '7 yt.cHS ago With done-
person kayak fresh from tile store and JUSt one n1grt w h The Canoer's Bible "11th n the first 
100 yards, Rob1n Fortney of 8es Mo1nes found herself na ·1gat1ng a narrow ( r ute and s-curve "I 
was exhilarated bemg on the water and 1n that boat I could feel everyth1ng around me; Fortney 
says You had to be present m the moment I found that Incredibly healing and a whole new 
way of bemg; she says. While she started paddling as a physical challenge, she soon valued the 
sport's natural setting as mentors mtroduced her to stewardship, a theme renected in Central 
Iowa Paddlers and Fortney's other groups. As a founder of Iowa Rivers Revival, Fortney works to 
reconnect Iowans w1th the1r nvers. "If people aren't fam1liar w1th the resource, tl'ey're not go1ng 
to care about 1t." she says. ·very few people are gettlflq k1ds out on fivers now." Fortney helps with 
the revival's River Rascals program, wh;ch takes k1ds paddling one on-one w1th an adult She's 
also a driv1ng force 1n River Run Garbage Grab, an annual Des Mo1nes nver clednup "It's more than 
trash. It's about gettmg people on the river and hav1ng an 1nt1mate expenence w1th th1c; resource; 
Fortney says. A b1olog1st by trade, Fortney also helped found the fnends group at Ne1l Sm1th 
National Wildlife Refuge and is an IOWATER volunteer water mon1tor. "She's really committed to 
making sure others have access to Iowa's rivers and natural areas and that future generations have 
the same opportun1t1es she has: says Rosalyn Lehman, execut1ve director of Iowa Rivers Revival. 
BIKES GET RECY LED AT LIBRARY 
IOWA CITY BIKE LIBRARY, IOWA CITY 
Cyclists work to get Iowa City residents out of cars and on bikes 
It m1ght look l1ke B•ack Fr1day w1th the l1ne outs1de wa tlng for the doors to open. but here, 1t'c; B1ke 
Saturday. People rush 1n to the Iowa City B1ke L1brary each week, espec1ally 1n warm weather, to check 
--7111=~ ;,,_...., out a free b1ke It started in 2004 when Bnan Lonng wanted to encourage cycling as transportatiOn, 
to help people get fit and reduce pollut1on and traffic congestion. "I wanted to provide an entry 
pomt for folks who want to get into cycling," Lormg says. "We're trying to prov1de you with a low cost, 
positive expenence with cycling"ln its fnst year, the library set up shop at the farmers' market One 
customer, Del Holland, sat on the board of l nwormental Advocates, a local nonprofit agency-JuSt 
the partner Lor1nq was look1ng for Tt'en 1n 2005, the c.ty of Iowa Cny donated retail space, and the 
library grew from there Smce 2004, 1t s checked out 1,100 bikes. Only 20 percent come back. Keep 
the b1ke at the end of c;1x months and your deposit qoes toward buying parts to keep other b1kes 
on the street ·we want people on the b1kes," says Holland, also a library volunteer "All around town 
I see bikes wnh our labels on them· Demand cont1nues to outpace supply. so the library 'S steadily 
expand1ng, add1ng more volunteers and mechan1cs. All b1kes are donated, and those that the library 
can't use for checkout are stripped for parts, with unusable pieces sent to a metal recycler The library 
also regularly g1ves away b1kes and helmets to k1ds 1n low-1ncome Iowa City neighborhoods. 
A BLOOMING RELATIONSHIP 
DAVE AND PAT HANSEN, CLEAR LAKE 
A hobby becomes a commitment for Clear Lake couple 
The four acres of prairie planted "just for the fun of 1t" in 1998 by Dave and Pat Hansen of Clear 
Lake has grown mto more than 160 acres of wetlands and prairie protecting the land and the 
Winnebago R1ver. It started 1n 1993 when Pat volunteered to collect wildnower seed at Ventura 
Marsh, 1ntroducmg her to a community of b1rd1ng and praine enthusiasts They joined the Iowa 
Pra1rie Network, where Pat learned the ins and outs of pra1nes. Dave, who runs the farm h1s father 
was born on, knew the so1l and farm programs. 'We each realized we knew enough to do 1t on our 
own; says Pat. In 2005. tt'e Hansens added 12 ponds and pralfle on 163 acres through the federal 
Wetland Reserve Program "There 1s a lot of ground farmed that shouldn't be. Th1s IS what I can 
do on my farm; says Dave. A ne1ghbor's cattle grazes the prairie, acting as b1son and elk once did, 
eating non-native plants and spread1ng prairie seeds The fru1ts of the restoration already show 
Pat has counted at least 108 d1fferent species of native pra1ne flowers. Hundreds of bobol1nks, 
yellow-headed blackbirds and goldfinches grace the pra~r~e, along w1th 1b1ses, pheasant and other 
wild life. "The most Important thmg they do is lead by the example of how they handle the1r land; 
says Ann Stillman, who also serves on the Iowa Praine Network board When the pra~r~e nooded 
four years ago, the ankle deep water was gone in a day, while neighbors' cornfields still had 
standing water two months later. "In two years the land had healed;' Pat says. 
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State Library Of Iowa 
State Documents Center 
Miller BuHding 
Des Memes, Iowa 
BB UKB 
A Hand-painted, Fully Sculpted Holster 
and Revolver Replica Inspired by the one 
John Wayne Carried in His Classic Westerns 
An unique tribute 
to John Waynel!-
the man and legend 
Take hold of frontier justice, John Wayne style, with a 
sculpted collectible inspired by the holstered revolver 
carried by Duke in his unforgettable movie roles, 
when all it took was a dirty look or a cheatin' hustler 
for the guns to s tart blazing. Hanging by leather 
straps from a sculpted sheriff's badge, this nearly 
Shown small~r than 
acru..J he•ght of 12 
inches. For decoru"~ 
us~ only; no1 a fireann . 
JOII" \\\\:-E. L'" ;,..-'-f. ._ 1)1 I> I 1111 
l)\1~[ .. ,~the elidu.··•~..- trW<t'm.a.rl. pn·("'t·n) ,,f 
J c.hn \\ohnt Entrrpn..c1.. ll ( lh~ J••hll \\,*'"'"' 
n.unc: .And ltkrnc.).) &f'ld allnthlt n l~tul Hnlt~ ' "lift 
chc: •nc~.::lla cu.a.t proptorf)' o( John \\ ll) nt: I ttlt'tpn ~ 1 
11 ( lk"•~n Cjohn \"\ .. ill n~ [ f'lh: rpn"4."'• 11 (. 
AU R1ghtt Rn,:ncd w•"' it~hn~ ·'~ '"' < IHtl 
12- inch long sculpture 
features a faux ivory 
gun handle bearing 
iconic imagery of John 
Wayne in action, while 
the hols t er includes 
a full -color portrait of 
Duke in the Western 
twilight. 
An exceptional value; 
satisfaction guaranteed 
Duke" is hand-cast and hand-painted, and 
comes with a 365-day, 
money- back g uara ntee. 
S tron g demand is 
expected , so act now to 
acquire yours in three 
interest-free installments 
of $16 .6 5 each , for a 
total of $49.95 ... Send 
no mon ey now. Just 
return the Rese rvation 
Application today, and set 
your sights on this classic 
tribute to John Wayne! 
Hangs easily to add 
some of Duke's 
swagger to any decor 
www.bradfordexchange.com/dukepistol N Oll BGE OI·07lO! -OOI·BIBC 
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: YES! Please reserve 'The Duke Sculpted Replica 
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: Llmil one per order 
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